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Cut down your lead—Get your bird
with the center o f the load
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W ill open on Wednesday, May 20, under the management of Mrs. B. C.
:j:| J. Eastman. Further particulars will be given in this ad. next week.
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Capt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Maine.
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Individu al Cam ps. R o ck F ire-places. F ly and Bait Fishing. Lake and Stream Fish
W rite for B ooklet.

JU LIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Maine.

Mountain View House |
Mountain View, Maine
For further particulars write or address
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\*y Will open for Fishermen and Tourists w h e n the ice leaves the lakes.
We can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with
bath. Write for information, jtTain service etc.
ED GRANT & SON CO.

BLAKESLEE LAKE GAMPS
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RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION
This wonderful fishing and vacation section is situated on a
high tableland in
N O R T H E R N M A IN E
with an ideal climate for the summer vacationist, being situated approximately
2,000 feet above the sea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure spring
water, snvigorating air; with the best of accommodations at moderate prices,
from the modest and com fortable log cabin to the palatial and fashionable ho
tel, with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts for those
preferring this class o f amusement.

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
Issues a descriptive booklet o f this territory, containing map o f entire region, which will be fu rn 
ished upon application to

General Passenger Agent,

Now on Road for Hotel

-----------—

Phillips, Maine,

R e m e m b e r M a in e W o o d s H a s a
F irst-C la ss J o b P r in tin g D e p a r tm e n t.
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for a Ten Many Ladies Among the Successful
Anglers and Getting

Days’ Fishing Trip

Good Ones

Supply Company.

(Speciall to Maine Woods.)
Bald
Mountain Camps, Mooselook(Special to Maine Wbods.)
(Special to Maine Woods.)
meguntic Lake, May 25—The season The Barker, Mooselookmeguntic Lake,
Mountain View, May 25, 1914.
has already commenced and the past
May 25, 1914.
There was a white frost on the wharf week new arrivals have come daily.
For weeks Captain Barker has had a
this morning and the thermometer The fishing has been fine.
crew working about the place putting
looked as if trying to reach zero, but
W. G. Clark of North Attleboro,
just the weather for the fish to bite as Mass., who has fished these waters everything in first class shape for the
usual summer business, which promises
was proved.
for more than 30 years has been here
Eugene Soule, guide, came in this for a week and with his old guide, the best ever.
Sam Eastwood as usual has had
morning with a handsome 7 1-2 pound Nat Ellis, is having luck. Several
charge of the place during the winter
salmon, which F. B. Austin of the firm
4-pounders, salmon and trout are al and before the ice went out Miss Inez
of Austin & Doten, Boston caught
ready to his credit and many smal Childs, stenographer and postmistress
trolling near “ Camp Spruce.” W. L.
ler ones.
Mr. Clark remembers one arrived. Also Harry Dunn, steward,
Allen o f Boston has recently purchased
trip he made from Phillips to Ran and the cooks Mrs. Ed Rector of Rangethis cottage.
geley before the railroad was built, ley and Mrs. Clara Smith of Auburn
M. B. Damon of Fitchburg, Mass.,
on May 24, when the old stage went who are known to be of the very best.
with A1 Sprague guide, is taking a
through snow up to the hubs
and Mrs. Laura Shea will again have charge
hike on the hills this morning, having
Moses Wells the driver had to un of the dining room and Mrs. Anna Eastlanded a 4-pound salmon to prove he
harness the horses.
The ice did not wood housekeeper. Mrs. Clara Barrett
has not forgotten how to catch them.
go out until several days later that will look out for the camps and her hus
Mr. and Mrs. Archie S. Perham for
year.
band, Capt. Nate Barrett will be on the
mer proprietor of Mingo Springs are
Messrs. J. C. Price and C. C. Noble steamboat, also Arthur Shea and Ar
visiting friends at Oquossoc. Mr. Per
of Boston are here for a few days’ thur Coburn, as usual. Mrs. Coburn
ham will be a weekly visitor this sum
fishing trip and with Tom Canadian will act as waitress. Miss Josephine
mer while traveling for a Hotel Supply
guide intend to have a good box of Orino will assist in the office as she did
Co.
fish to take home with them. Their last year.
The steamboat is now landing at this
The first guests of 1914 were from
wharf for a few days, as the huge first day out they brought in a 3Baltimore, Md. Mr. and Mrs. Irving
pound salmon..
boom of logs from Rangeley is being
A party of six, Messrs. J. F. Me- j Kohn, who arrived before the ice went
run into the big lake, and watching the
Nam
ana, F. P. Carey, P. K. Sand- out and had a delightful two weeks’ so
river drivers is entertaining to the city
ers, J. A. Driscoll of Boston and tw osjourn in one of the log camps. When
people.
the ice left the lake, on May 15th, with
Rev. Fr. T. J. McLaughlin of Farm New York friends have just comej
Gard Hinkley as guide, they were soon
for
a
ten
days’
fishing
trip.
Their
ington is here today and the Catholic
trolling over the lake and Mr. Kohn
church “ Our Lady of the Lakes” will guides are H. O. Templeton, Eu
opened the fish record on May 16th, by
gene
Soule,
H.
C.
Lufkin
and
Chas.
as usual soon be open for the summer.
They have chartered
the landing a handsome pair of salmon,
Garnault Agossiz a well known mag Pynn.
weighing 3 3-4 and 3 pounds each. Mrs.
azine writer, who is making a trip motor boat and intend to add to
Kohn can tell a better fish story than
their
fame
by
landing
some
of
the
through the Rangeleys knows how to
her husband, for her record salmon
handle the fishing rod as well as the big fish in the lake.
weighed 4 1-2 pounds.
Dr.
J.
G.
Hickey
of
Florence,
pen, for when he reached this hotel, he
The first tourists to make the trip
two
borrowed a rod and taking a boat started Mass., after an absence of
with Capt. Barker across the lake were
years
came
to-day
accompanied
by
out on the lake all by himself, and in 20
re- Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H./ Merritt, of
minutes was back here with a 4-pound Mrs. Hicikey and they plan to
Boston, who came the day the ice went
salmon and the next morning caught main until the first of June.
the mate.
Mr. A. declares there are
All about the camps and by th/e out. Jim Stewart was their guide and
plenty o f fish in these waters, but too road side the wild flowers are now Mrs. Merritt was the first lady to place
many smelt.
her name on the fish record. It was a
in bloom.
At Ellisdale farm ttlie big garden salmon of 3 3-4 pounds. But the next
that supplies the camps is being, day she came in with the largest that
has yet been recorded, a 6 pound sal
planted.
The Jersey herd of cows
now! mon. Mr. Merritt, the next day, came
numbers 12 and the summer guests' n with a smiling face and a 5 pound
always enjoy a trip to the farm with salmon also a 3 pound trout. The day
F. 0 . Smith of New Vineyard was Mr. Ellis, who goes after the milk before he went home he caught a 4
pound salmon.
one of the lucky ones at Sweet’s pond and cream every day.
last week fishing when he came home
Wm. Hirsh of Boston and two friends
F. J. Garrett, who was steward for
tugging a togue weighing 10 1-2 pounds
Messrs W. A. Hampshire of Webster,
the
Megan
tic
club
for
six
years
is
and one 6 1-2 pounds.
(CoB.tta.ued ob page four.)
clerk in the office this season and
Mrs. Garrett is head cook.
Mr. Ellis is getting ready to build many improvements about bis ele
a garage.
gant summer home are boarding bare
H ig h est prices paid. O utdoor
and m oths w anted fo r colie
A. S. Hinds of Portland and bis until the bouse is ready to opeu for
sum m er w ork . G et com p let _ — -__- v . Send 2c stam p. JA M E S S IN C L A IR , E ntom ologw t,
crew of workmen, who are making the .summer.
L os A ngeles Cal.
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On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake. A
Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream. Salmon up t o 4 |
pounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Write for booklet.
;
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor,
Eustis, Maine
^

F. N. BEAL,

J 4 « - f c ...

FISHED HERE FOR FIRST GUESTS ARE
HANDSOME FISH
THIRTY YEARS FROM BALTIMORE
BEING TAKEN

*

O ne o f the best all aroun d fishing and h u n tin g cam ps in the R an geleys. Lake,
P ond and Stream fishing all near the cam ps. T h e -five m ile river affords the best o f
fly-fishing. C am ps w ith or w ithout bath room . F or particulars write for free circular to

L. E. BO W LEY,
Mountain View,
*
•
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the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State o f Maine

Former Prorpietor of Mingo Springs Party

K

'

R A N G E LE Y LAKES H O TEL CO ., Rangeley, Maine

I MINGO SPRINGS HOTEL- AND CAMPS |

D aily Matt.

W ,

Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.
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T e le p h o n e .
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G O LF, TENNIS, M U SIC , B O A T IN G , B A T H IN G , A U T O IN G

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
299 Broudnay
13
New York

ing for T ro u t.

'*J

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing

1ho steel lining is moisture-proof—no dampness can get through.
:nr-proof—no powder can get out Waste-proof—no energy is lost
Shoot Remington-UMC Arrow and Nitro Club Steel Lined Eastern
factory Loaded Shells for Speed Plus Pattern in any make of shotguiw
Your dealer carries them—or, if he doesn't there's a
more alert dealer in this section who is worth your finding

S E A S O N OF

/.
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It s a Remington special invention—that steel lining.
You find it in Remington-UMC Arrow and Nitro Clubs.
I hesestiel lined shells get their shot to the target quicker
than any other shells known to the shooting fraternity.
1 hey cut down the guess-work about lead and angles,
i hey put the center of the load right on your bird.

)W

X k :

lav ■'

l N the making of shotshells, the greatest forward step
since the invention of smokeless powder is the steel lining
to grip the powder and concentrate all the drive of the
explosion back of the shot.

LAKEWOOD GAMPS,
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SMITH GETS
TWO MONSTERS

BUTTERFLIES

M A I N E W O O DS, P H I L L I P S , M A IN E ,

1

M A Y 28, 1914

sickly moon was sinking behind
the mountains.
I was full of suppressed excite
ment any my hands trembled. Sil
ently and swiftly we paddled over
to where an old logging road came
down to the shore of the lake and
With his
slipped out of the canoe, just as the
misty sun came over the tree tops.
Then Bob explained how we were
At the Pennsylvania State Shoot
to hunt.
He and I were to
go
By H . V . Scihieren
Won High Professional Average on 16 yard registered targets
straight up the old roadway, while
(tie) -479 x 500-96 per cent.
Peter.
Peter was to branch off to the
(Continued from last week)
Won High Professional on all targets 575 x 600 (96 per cent.)
right where another road came in.
A t Washington State Shoot Frank C. Riehl of Tacoma, Wash.:
He told him to walk very elowfly and
L E T T E R NO. 10.
L E T T E R NO. 9
Won High Average all targets 429 x 450.
From Miss Diana Morgan at Ken to meet us in about an hour up on
Won Second Professional Average 16 yards-309 x 325.
Won High on Handicap Event 95 x 100 from 21 yards.
From Mr. Peter Woodhouse
at nebago Lake, Maine, to Miss Ger the ridge, where there was a yard.
Won Indians Challenge Trophy 98 x 100 from 18 yards.
Peter nodded bis head and stole aKenneltago Lake, Maine, to
Mrs. aldine Winthrop, Richmond, Va.
way like a shadow.
For a moment,
John Woodhouse, New York City.
Mr. Riehl used the same No. 28 T Marlin Trap gun with
as
be
started
up
through
the black
which during 1913 he made the following long runs: 106, 103,
Kennebago Lake, Oct. 3, 19—
Kennebago Lake, Me., Oct. 6, 19—
berry bushes, I could see his tall
134, 143, 121, 109, 104, 104, 117; his average for 1913 being Dear Mater: —
Dear Jerry:—
94.87 ner cent—3570 x 3765 registered targets.
So very many things have happen- form, muffled iin a mackinaw; then a
No doubt you’ve been
expecting
W ith No. 2 8 T Marlin-At the Interurban Gun Club Shoot,
long ere this to receive my telegram ( ed to your obedient correspondent turn in the read hid him from view
Houston, Texas, May 17th, H. J. Borden was high over all “ arrive Grand Central six p. rq,,” , since last she took her “ pen
in and Bob and I were alone.
“ Now Miss Morgan,” he said, “ you
with 97 x 100.
hand,”
that
to
tell
you
the
truth,
but to tell you the truth, I am ling
At Moberly, Mo., April 28-29 Mr. W. L. Mulford was sec ering here much longer than I anti she hardly knows where to begin. It must keejp directly behind me
and
ond with 285 x 300-95 per cent
cipated and am becoming shamefully doete seem funny that juist when I don’t make any more noise than you
At Nelson (B. C.) Gun Club shoot May 9th, H. R. Cramar lazy I know. Last week I told my-j was commencing to believe that life can help either.
Keep your eyes
was high with 47 x 50 in regular event and broke 94 x first self that I should leave October thdrej: here was getting a bit dull,
hand,
the open and if I raise my right
100 targets shot with his new No. 28 Marlin Trap Gun.
yet here is the fatal day upon me most unexpected thing in the world stop dead in your tracks and don’t
Shooters who want to improve their scores will write to-day for com
and. here am I, still loitering in this i happened, coming with a rush, so move again until I tell you.”
plete gun catalog—no charge, no obligation—to
wonderful wilderness.
j that as I write this, conditions are
I promised to obey his commands
77ie T ffla r/iiz f2 .re a rm s Co.
You see I am anxious, very
an- vepy different from what they v e ie and we started.
It was pretty hard
33 Willow St.,
New Haven, Conn.
The bushes were
heavy
xious, to shoot a deer as it is a long a
short days ago, when I sat walking.
it
time since my last hunting expedi-;a^ this same table and penned
an with frost and try as I could,
tion in this region.
To that enc), Ii epistle to you.
lo u are probably, seemed as if I made an awful clat
Kineo
station
for
Moosehead
Lake
L A T E SPRING S C H E D U L E M A I N E
Im ter.
My skirt was a nuisance and
points via of Kineo station. In con decided to wait over until the law wondering what in the world
C E N T R A L R A IL R O A D .
nection with thie Boston Kineo ser was up on the first of the month, driving at with all this prelim in at y the brambles clung desperately to
and go right out on the opening day twaddle, but you see I do not v.uit me at every step.
I envied
Bob
On Monday, May 18th, 1914, im vice the kineo annex to the new
and get a buck before sundown, but to start
with my recital of events j hi trouer.
He walked as if he
Mt.
Kineo
House
at
Moosehaed
Lake
proved service commenced on the
“ the best laid plans of mice and i untd I ve succeeded in arousing j were strung on wires and bis feet
Ran gel ey Branc.li between Rumford opened its season May 16 for early
guests and was ready to
paceive men oft gang aglee,” for Bob and i y°ur curiosity, so as to keep you on j never made a sound, as they trod
Falls, Oquossoc and Kennebago.
scoured the woods from morning un-! the anxious seat for a while,
over fallen logs, and stones slippery
Train No. 209 will leave Ruimford sportsmen when the spring fishing
til nightfall but nary a critter, did
V. ell, you see, we have had an with wet moss, and melting frost.
Falls at 11.55 a. m., after arrival of begun.
we see.
The leaves were too dry j accident, a real sure1 enough one, not Soon I found myself puffing like an
the 8.30 a. m. train from Portland. M
for good still .hunting and were just l’ncle Joseph, or Bob, or y our humb.e ancient cab horse and Peter’s little
C No. 205 and run through to So. P O L M O L A , T H E A G E D H E R M I T OF
as bad yesterday, so that after two servant, but our dear young friend rifle, that he assured me only weigh
S H IN POND, T A K E N T O T H E
Rangeley arriving 1.10 p. m. and
and ed six pounds, felt like a ton at
P
A
T
T
E
N
A
L
M
S
H
O
U
S
E
strenuous
trips over mountains and Peter Woodhouse, laid low
Oquossoc 1.25 p. m. daily except
forced to sit and chafe while being least.
valleys,
cur
bag
has
been—nothing.
Just as I was commencing
Sunday, stopping at intermediate
waited upon by—me. Now that the to get good and winded, Bob sudden
To-day,
however,
we
are
saying
to
Few
real
hermits
are
in
Maine
points.
secret is out I’ll go back and tell
He got down on
Ms
Train No. 221, leaving Rumford to-day, and most famous of these ourselves, “ wait until to-morrow, you all the details and the exciting j ly Stopped.
for
the
rain
is
coming
down
in
a
per
haunches
and
examined
the
ground.
living
is
Pomola,
though
he
has
Falls at 4.25 p-. m. after arrival of tha
by things, the happening of which rc- “ Tracks,” he whispered, “ and fresh
1.00 p. m. train from Portland iM. C. drdipped into oblivion since his re fect deluge and if it clears
monning, it will he quiet going and s
u
^eter leaving his room at ones too.”
tirement
from
his
hermit-hut
on
Shin
No. 13 2.14 will be extended through
hotel, and being installed an inPatten we hope good hunting.
How my poor heart did beat and
to South Rangeley, arriving at 5.47 Pond to the quiet of the
,
„
,
_,
teresting invalid in our humble cotthe blood surged through my veins
You will observe from what
I vei .
p. m. Oquossoc 5.55 p. m. and Ken almshouse.
There was a time when
Pomola just written that I'm determined to ! tage.
fit to burst them it seemed.
He
,r
,
.
. . .
nebago 6.15 p. m. daily except Sun
,
. i You remember in my last letter
was
widely
advertised,
especially
by remain here until IT get, a ,buck
to T . .,
.
. „ .
.
.
beckoned me to come on, and strange
day stopping at intermediate) points.
„
II told you about Bob and Peter go
al
home to you, and if all goes .
, , .
, .
,
, to isay, I was ready to follow,
Returning Train No. 216
will the eastern Maine papers whose press bring
„
,
,,
X
x,
X •,
x
out to try and locate a
likely1
correspondents
found
good
copy
in
well, we shall turn the trick to-mor- .
.
,
^
.
though only half a minute before, I
leave Kennebago at 6.50 a. m., Oquos
v
„
,
place for deer, so that I could shoot
had expected to die of fatigue.
It
for home on the
.
. ,
soc 7.13 a. m., South Rangeley 7.20 the quaint little man of the hills and row so 1 will leave
.
,, |one in the easiest and most comforwoods
of
northern
Penobscot.
But
fifth, and, if all does not go well— . x,
„ T ,, .,
. . . was that magic word “ tracks” that
a. m. stopping at intermediate points
’
’
^
b
Stable way possible. Well, they did!
wrought the change. I was ready
„ .
. ____ .
A , i ^
connecting at Rumford Falls with M. for years bis name has missed pub oh, that’s another story.
*" .
, x n°t locate anything that looked at1
licity
and
to
the
younger
generation
I was much interested in your last .
. .
.
. .. . ,
to go over Kennebago Mountain if
C. No. 214.14 for Portland, arriving
, XJ.
,,,
,
.
. |al 1 promising, but we decided to try ! necessary.
letter, telling me the news in ref__
D , ...
. ...
'
at 11.55 a. m. and Boston 3.20 p. m., he is unknown.
e
our luck anyhow.
Bob did not thunk
Pomola, rather infirm in body, erence to Miss
Morgan
and her ,, , ___.____ , „
.
.
via Portsmouth, and 3.35 p. m-, via
We went slowly now stopping every
„
I that we stood much chance of getsomewhat
impaired
in
mind
and
Uncle, Mr. Raymond.
It is indeed ,. „ „
,.
,
DoYcr, daily except Sunday.
f-w
seconds while Bob ducked
his
.
I tmg any game, as the leaves were
meet _
.
.. .
,
Train No. 219 will leave Oquossoc very much broken in spirit, still bias a coincidence that weshould
head and peered to right and left
i
so
very
dry
that
as
he
expresses
it,
here in this cut of the way place.
_. _____
. , ...
...
I could
12.45 noon and South
Rangeley much of interest about him. There up
y
\ a wood mouse sounded lake a bull in tiie strangest fashion.
WeMi luck ^
w„ h m not see a thing in the silent for
12.51 noon, making
intermediate is a mysterious veil of romance Unci* Joseph Is a very geo.al sort:moose „
enshrouding Ms earlier career,
so and his little niece is a jolly yonng for a day or so
a(ter ^
fruWeee est around us, but the stately trees
stops to Rumford Falls, there con
traditicn
says,
and
his
own
L
iip
-s
are
thing so that they are the very test
huat>
lt
ralM!dJust pouml swaying
from in the morning
necting with M. C. No. 226-24
for
breezes.
testimonial to the tragedy that shad company.
I miss Tom a lot, but!
.
. ... . . .
Portland; arriving 5.25 p. m. and
Once
a squirrel “ chirru/ped” and my
’
morning
until
night,
and
my
two
Boston 9.20 p. m., via Portsmouth, ows his footsteps down the decline Miss Mogan and her uncle have been guides were jubilant in consequence. heart gave a leap and very nearly
of life.
very kind to me and have asked me
daily except Sunday.
I was awfully ex
We went to bed with the chickens stopped beating.
Last summer he was found
by over to their camp on
two or
On Monday May 18, service
on
cited.
Suddenly
Bob
raised
his
that evening as we wanted to get an
also
the Kineo branch was
extended the writer in the yard at the Patten three occasions and we have
hand and beckoned me. I tiptoed
early
start
on
the
morrow.
I
was
through to Kineo station and begin almshouse one afternoon sitting on been on some very pleasant trips too excited to sleep very much and up to him.
He pointed to the left
one of the old carts, bis back to together.
Their cabin is over on a
ning on the same date an improved
down a little ravine.
just
as
I
dropped
off
for
a
few
the road and ito the warm sun, a big point of land near the hotel, and to
service on the Sandy River
and
“ See him,” he whimpered.
badly needed winks, I was awakened
Rangeley Bakes line went into ef straw hat pulled down over his ears, be honest with you, I have spent a by Bob who said, that it was al
I
shook my head.
fect.
The parlor and sleeping car with no coat on and his vest rent good deal of time with them since most four o’clock and to
“
please
“
Look
carefully now,” he urged.
through Tom went away.
service was also resumed on the up the back and Showing
hustle.”
Poor little me! How
I
looked
carefully, but oouldm’t see
the
gap
his
heavy,
red
flannel
shirt.
Did you know that Miss Morgan , .
,
, ' ' ",
T’ , 2"
Mt. Desert Branch on Monday, May
,
shivered and shook myself into my anything more lively than a
mossy
He was a dejected looking little is
engaged?
You
never
mentioned'
18th.
clothes. I pilled on the very warm-- old log and a clump of young poplar
bunch
of
humanity,
all
humped
up
the fact in your letter, which seems
On Saturday, May 30, 1914 through
-Ji ,
...
,
iest tilings I had.
Peter made oof- trees.
parlor service between Portland and there In the sun, silent and alone.
,
|fee in the fireplace and we had a
“ Where is he,” I asked; but be
My
approach
was
unnoticed.
When
bout it. You raved over her so fear
Montreal will be resumed.
First
hasty cup by candle light. It re did not have time to answer for a
I spoke he gave no heed.
Then
fully that had I not known that she
car to leave Portland for Montreal on
minded me of those weird supper rocket of greyish red shot up out of
that date at 8.50 a. m., in M.
C. raised my voice and he turned, show is an attached young Jady, I should parties, after an all-night
dance the thicket and I got a
fleeting
ing
a
strong
type
of
face,
heavily
have accused you of trying to qual
No. 154 to St. Jobnsbury, thence B.
bearded and with shaggy eyebrows ify as a match maker, but you see, where you merge breakfast and sup glimpse of a pair of very thin legs
and M. No 65, and C. P. No. 19 ar
per into one and then get to bed and a white wildly waving tall, as
riving Montreal on that date at 9.10 new whitened to the last spear. The it is hopeless as she is wearing a with the day alii gone topsy turvy.
Mr. Deer bounded away over
the
eyes were dimmed with age
and most “sparkly sparkle” engagement
p. m.
Returning, first car
will
It was just getting light as
-we windfalls until lost to sigh/t In the
blurred, showing more than every ring. I rescued that very ring for
ptave Montreal for Portland Monday,
started out, a grey mistdnses—half hazy distance.
thing else about him, unless it was her the day we arrived here
and
June 1, at 9.00 a. m., in M. C. No.
“Too bad,” Bob exclaimed.
his shrunken form, the evidence of ! Tom got a whole lot of fun out of black night and half day. We stumb
20, thence B. & M. No. 70 to St.
his 90 years.
He greeted me kindl i the incident at my expense. A pec- led sleepily down the path back of
“ Well if he had waited
until I
Johnsbury in connection with M. C.
camp and over to the canoe land had a chance to see him
and
though
not
volunteering
any
in
standing
! uliar thing about the affair is that
No. 163 leaving St. Johnsbury 3.00
My! how cold it was and no still, I might have tried a shot at
formation, gave courteous replies to II’ve never seen her wear it, since ing.
p. an.
This service will be
daily
the questions that followed in a half the first night we met her. Is that wonder for the ground was white him,” I answered, but strange
to
thereaft' r, except) Sundays.
with frost.
Not a breath of wind say, try as I could, my teeth- chat
hour’s conversation.
strictly according to the rules
of
Not until June 1, will the steam
was stirring and it seemed to
me tered as I said it.
I tried to confirm the current ver the best society?
Perhaps she is
er service in “ Frenchman’s
Bay”
sion of his early life, to the effect fearful of losing it again. You know that I never had heard such absolute
He chuckled, “ why you’ll never
and “Around the Hills” to landings
Away to the west a pale get a better shot than that was. You
that a love affair turned him from I’m fearfully uninformed in matters silence.
beyond Bar Harbor be
resumed.
the beaten path of men to the wilds
got tuck fever that’s what’s the mat
cf this kind and would like
very
There will be good Sunday connec
of Maine forests where he lived in
ter with you.
Gary, you look as if
much to be set right. Please let
tions at Mt. Desert Ferry.
There
solitude for nearly hiaif a
century.
you
was
just
about
soared half to
will be no s t e a m c o n n e c t i o n for
me know what you think about it.
As the story goes he was affianced
(continued on page 3)
Seal Harbor, North East Harbor,
It seems to me that it would be
to a woman prior to going to Cali
FAMOUS
South West Harbor or Manset ex
very nice and proper for you
to
fornia for a period, and upon his
cept with the train leaving Boston
write Miss Morgan or her
Uncle
BACKWOODS
at 10 p. m., via Portsmouth,
until return found her married to another. and ask them to call and see us on
This, so it is said, was the reason
Monday, June 22.
their way homeI shall, of course,
FAIRY TALES
that tied to his hermit life up in
G. W . PICKKL,
The announcement of the Maine
extend an invitation in your name
northern Penobscot.—Viven He wins
TAXIDERMIST
Central Railroad relating to
tine
before I make my departure,
but
Dealer in Sporting- Goods, Fishing Tackl«,
in Mars Hill View.
summer schedule also calls attention
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
I’m sure that they would appreciate
RANGELEY.
MAIN1
to the restoration of the
BostonThey will
Maine Camp Owners and
Hotel one direct from, you.
Ed Grant, Beaver Pond Camus
Gnecmville Mocse.haad Lake sleeping Proprietors Who W a n t to
remain
here,
I
believe,
until
about
Reach
New readinsr matter, interesting.
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
car service; extension of service People Who Actually Come to Maine the middle of the month.
than we expected and the_ popular demand was
They are made for
above Rumford to the Rangeley for their Summer Vacations Cannot
You will probably not hear from so great for a second edition that we published
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
an
enlarged
and
improved
edition
to
be
sold
by
Lakes and Kennebago with through Do Better Than Advertise in Maine me again before I return as I hope mail (postpaid) at the low price named.
Known the world over for excel
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
parlor service between Boston and Woods.
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
Don't
W a it
Until
the to see you in a week at least.
K mnebago and through train and Season Has Begun.
Send for Ad
J. W. BRACKETT CO ,
Love to you, mother, from your
M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth,
Maine
parlor service between Boston and vertising Rates To-day.
Phillips, Me.
loving,

No- 28 T, “ Trap Grade” , 12 gauere, take
down, matted ribbed barrel, 6 shots,
Price
$43,00

Billy Darton

MARLIN HAMMERLESS TRAP GUN
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A Chronicle of the Adventures of Two Young
People in the Woods of Maine.
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liis largest catch of all was a 2 1-2GENUINE PALMER
foot eel Thursday morning. For the
benefit of those who might other
W aterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
wise club tills statement a fish story,
Tanned and manufactured by the
it may be said that Mr.
Ebbesom
original JOHN PALMER who
catches Sebago lake fish in
the
for over thirty years has made
bottom of bits water oart, the said
the best moccasins in North
fish coming from Sebago through the
water pipes.
Smelts have
been
America.
In complete assortment for immediat
coming to Portland in this manner
delivery.
all summer, and as above
stated
when the water was drained out of
the cart last evening it left stranded
TRADE
M ARK
— “ after the horse is gone.” Because when tobacco is
a 2 1-2-foot eeil, which Mr. Ebbeson
chopped into small pieces, much o f the flavor Evaporates found.
Catalogue on request
before the tobacco goes into the tin.
Fair catches of alewives are being
SOLE AGENT FOR U.S.A.
made at Damariscotta
Mills this
There is only one w ay to keep all the natural fra
week.
A few speckled trout are
grance and original flavor in tobacco until it reaches your
found among them.
Where they
BOSTON, MASS.
S T Y L E 40 1-2
come from is a mystery. It is not
pipe— and that is the hard-pressed Sickle plug. And the
natural leaf wrapper is a better protector than any tin, known that any trout brooks empty
into the river.
then start over on the back side of lost Ms life by being capsized from
tinfoil or w axed paper.
Fishing schooner Martha E. Mc this ridge, where we’ll get
another! one of these treacherous but popular
Lean of Portland, Captain
New j shot, or I’m very much mistaken.” ' craft.
You always get a fragrant, s/om-burning, cool smoke from
This was the first
fatal
comb, which had run up the Ken
Sickle, because you slice it off the plug as you use it.
You get
We had been waiting for only a ! canoe accident, but nothing is more
nebec to Bath for alewives for bait, Ifew minutes, when the bushes be- j coi’tain than that there will he others
more tobacco, because there’s no package to pay for. There’s no
left early Thursday for the Seguin hind us snapped and I, of
tobaccp wasted— and the last pipeful is as fresh and sweet as the
course, before the season is over and may
fishing grounds.
The vessel
is
first. Smoke Sickle today— all good dealers sell it.
jumped as if I'd been shot, as Peter
ane ° f the victims will be some
equipped in addition to her schoon 1emerged smilingF
! one who by chance is reading this
er rig sails, with a 20-liorsepower j
paragraph.
So much has been said
motor.
She is only three
years! ‘‘Well, stranger, did you see any1about the danger of the canoe when
’Nary
a
’
Bob
asked
him.
old.
Her complement of five m enl SilgnS;
I handled by a careless or inexper
he answered.
formed the crew.
|one’
ienced person that it seems at times
“ Oh, we had better luck than that,” Fisherman Dodge
at Nequasset
Monday night caught 100 barrels of said I, v,e saw a perfect
beauty,! any more warnings, hut these canoe
alewives.
Carl Trott Tuesday night but I was so excited, that I forgot; accidents seem so needIess that it
caught 100 bushels of alewives in to shoot and he went his way all un- , is worth while trying at any rate.
his nets at one of his weirs
in harmjJd.
'
[Managed by an experienced person
Tro-tt’s? cove.
In the lot of ale
He seated himself and got out M s jto canoe is no more) clailgerous than
wives was one 7-pound
striped in,>e’
motor boating or almost any other
“ Do you know,” said he, address-; form of water sport and ev,9(n a pei..
bass, a beauty.
Hon. H. L. Shepherd of Rockport !,nS !'<•?
son of slight experience may use one
lias just returned from a very suc us, “it is absolutely glorious just to with comparative safety if he can
cessful fishing trip in Franklin coun be alive on such a day as this.”
resist the temptation to be
care
I agreed with his sentiments. He less or wreckless.
ty.
In the party were
several
The canoe ac
Massachusetts and Maine gentlemen, was in high good humor and teased cidents come for the most
part
all of whom secured a good string me when Bob told of my fearful at when those who ar-e not experienc
part of liis success to a new book of 0f lake trout ranging from two and tack of buck fewer,
ed in their use try to imitate the
flies which lie just received
fr o m 'a jiaif to eight and one-half pounds. i “ Don’t you mind what lie says a“ stunts” that are done
by men
: England, Wednesday.
These l'lies
Boston gentleman was high
line, bout you, said Bob.
It s no d-i-s- trained to tl^e use of paddle
and
|are totally different from any seen taking an eight and one-half pound grace to get scared when you first pole>
The cMef of these of course
in this state and the fly
us!?d fish and secured the largest numb try to slroot a deer in the woods. I’ve
is running rapids or trying to make
j Thursday morning certainly
proved er notwithstanding it was ibis
Vast head way through swift water.
first seen old hunters turned gaily
Ernest F. Gross of Brewer want that they are practical. IMr Gross
It just
Air. by- that same buck fever.
ed a salmon but he didn’ t want to says that this book of flies is the fishing trip on Maine lakes.
The northern Maine guides do won
comes, and you can’t prevent it at
interfere with business hours, so he finest selection of its kind in New Shepherd was second with a seven
derful things in these light fairy like
times, that’s all.
I had a fellow out
and one-quarter pound ‘fish.
boats and there is nothing more fas
arose in the wee small hours
of England.
jacking one night and lie
near
Julius
Carlberg
of
Monson
caught
cinating in the world than to see a
Thursday morning, cast the alluring,
turned!
The second run of the Penobscot j a laker in Lake Hebron
Tuesday, upset thp canoe, when we
good canonist take his craft up
or
fly into the waters of the
salmon!
river salmon is just starting at the May 12, that weighed 6 % pounds, the light on, he was so plumb knock down over rapids, but the amateur
pool and when he returned to th e1
He got his gun to
his!
pool.
Throe fish were taken Wed- Arthur N. Gilbert caught a
laker ed out.
who undertakes it would hardly be
store in season to attend to business,
nesday, one by Michael
Flanagan,1Thursday in Lake Hebron that tip shoulder, but he couldn’t pull the| taking greater chances should he
he had a magnificent 22%-pound sea
Mr. |
weighing 18 pounds, one by Howard ped the scales 12 pounds.—Kenne- trigger to save his lifts-, and
try to navigate an aeroplane without
salmon, which he had hooked, played
[Deer just looked at uis- while I
Peavy and a third by Frank Carlin, bee Journal of May 23.
previous instruction.
and landed before most people were
swore.”
Unless all signs are wrong, the fish-;
____________________
out o f bed.
It was one of the fin
If this fact could be
impressed
“I didn’t hear you swear to-day,”
ing at the pool for the next
six;
KENNEBAGO LETTERS
est salmon taken at the pool in a|
upon the minds of everyone who gb}3is
I laughed.
weeks ought to be the best in years.
long time and Mr. Gross was cor“ Etiquette, etiquette,” he replied,” out in a canoe there would be few
,
. . .
, . ,
, .
,, The -swift current, ice and mud din(Continued from page two)
re (spending] y elated over his
good
._ , _
“ Now, if you had been a man, I if any accidents and the lovers of
- .
. ,
.
.
. ess that have prevailed since
the ideath.
fortune in having such a fish rise to
,
,.
should have cursed you an almigh the sport would be getting almost if
...
; ice went out have now
practically
“ Scared,” I laughed, “ what
his lure.
•
.
not quite as much fun out of it.—
ty
lot, I can tell you.”
Mr. Gross shouted
to
Martin dlsaPI>eared> and in its place, a S°odl there to be scared about?”
Portland
Preiss.
“ I guess there is some compensa
Jameson for assistance, and he put
Pile-1 ot ^ a tir iu
pre\ai, l
He gazed at me wifli a comical
tion
i-n
being
a
woman
then,”
said
is expected.
look on his bronzed face.
along in his boat to help.
After a
F IR S T LONG D IS T A N C E A U T O M O 
I.
Al. Ridley of Bath Tuesday night,
“ Miss Morgan,” he said, “ honest
fierce fight o f about 25 minutes, dur
B IL E P A R T Y C A M E
FROM
“
Well,”
Bob
announced
at
last,
ing which the salmon at one tim e !or rather Wednesday morning, had iy now, didn’t you forget all about
F L O R ID A .
after
we
had
chatted
for
some
time,
dislodged the hook, but was unlucky
Mck to caputre, while fishing having a gun in your hand just the
“ if we expect to do any
more
enough to have it catch again in an- for -shad, a sturgeon, the first to be minute you saw that deer. Why you
hunting to-day, we’d better be get The first long distance automobile
other part of his mouth, he was fin- caught this spring on the Kennebec, shook as if you had the ague.”
ting at it soon.
From the way you party arrived at the Congress Square
ally landed.
: which dressed to weigh 75 pounds.
“ Did I though,” I answered, “ well
two
are
rattling
on,
it seems as if hotel, Portland, Thursday afternoon,
Bangor fishermen will be interest- It was a small roe, which for c a v  then I suppose I must confess 'that
the
it was just about time to be serving May 14, at 4.50 en route to
ed to learn that Mr. Gross ascribies iare, is pretty nearly
worth its I was scared and couldn’t have pulled
Moosehead lake region for the sum
tea,
and
honestly
this
is
no
tea
weight in gold. The sturgeon
has the trigger on that wonderful creat
mer.
The machine was numbered
party.”
been sent to Boston market, where ure if my life had
depended upon
4293 of the Florida registry and be
Peter
laughed,
“
My!
but
you’re
a
they eat sturgeon.
it.”
SANDY RIVER £ RAN6ELEY
serious hunter,” he said, “ lead on longs to a gentleman in Tampa. He
‘ You must shoot quick’ y
next
Among the fortunate Brewer fish
shipped it from Tampa to
New
and
we’ll follow.”
LAKES RAILROAD
Cover him just the minute
ermen of the la-st day oir two were time.
York
by
steamer
and
then
drove
it
He got up and started off
with
TIM E T A B LE
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Yeaton,
who you see him, and if you don’t hit Man
over the road from New York to this
lead
easjr spruogy walk of his. I fell
weire( trolling near their cottage at| the first time, keep pump-in
In Effect, May 18th, 1914.
1in directly behind and Peter brought ■city and will go forward with -it to
his summer home.
Brewer lake Wednesday when Mrs. j after him till he’s out of sight.
up the rear.
W e crossed! -the open
W e started up -the old logging
STRONG
Yeaton’s troll hooked a salmon. She
A machine from New Hampshire
logging yard and plunged into the
PASSENGER TR A IN S leave S trong fo r Farm  played it like a veteran and
road again and over the side
of
was
cutting about Portland as well
only
deep woods again. I got the strains
ington, at 6.23 A . M. and 1.37 P. M .; fo r Phillips
The sun
was
»t 12.31 P. M. and 5.46 P. M. and fo r Rangeley at called on her husband for help when quite a steep ridge.
as. several from Massachusetts but
of
the
“
Merry
Widow”
waltz
in
my
5.46 P. M. and fo r K in g field and B igelow at 5-50
very much
this one from Florida seems to
-be
it came to the Handing.
He -slid the high now and it was
P.M.
poor -head and hummed it and walked
PASSENGER T R A IN S arrive at S tron g from net under the prize, a six-pounder, warmer.
I discarded my woolen
to the ry-than of it until I thought the champion long distance machine
Farmington at 12.31 P. M. und 5.46 P. M.; from.
thus far this sefason.
Phillips at 6.23 A. M .; and from R angeley and and brought it safely to the cooler. gloves and my hands were a sight
I should go mad.
Did you ever
Phillips at 1.37 P. ML; from Bigelow and Kingfieid
Donald Higgins of Brewer was the all “ crinkly” and black.
at 1.15 P. M.
get
a
song
in
your
head
like
that
MIXED T R AIN S leave Strong fo r Farm ington luoky one on the recent
It was beautiful there in the deep
-trip
to
New Kind of Ashes.
J erry ?
»t8.46A. M.; and for Kingfieid at 3.00 P .M .
MIXED TR A IN S arrive at S trong from Phil Swan * lake with his father, getting woods, and I would very much have
Little Laura—“Mamina, what kind
lips at 8.45 A . M .; from Kingfieid at 2.10 P. M.
liked to sit right down on a conof ashes is satin ashes?” Mamma—“I
aj good sized salmon
and from Farmington at 11.45 A. M.
C A N O E IN G .
never heard of them, dear.” Little
A. A. Hutchinson, Harry Wheeler! vemiemt Log and just drink in
the
PHILLIPS
Laura—“ Well, in my Sunday school
PASSENGER T R A IN S leave Phillips fo r and Fred Harmon of Houlton
havej crisp air and enjoy the silence of
The
daily
canoe
claimed
its
-first
Farmington, at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M .; fo r
lesson it says: ‘And the king of Ni
returned from a successful fishing' the great forest, -but I well knew
Rangeley at 6.13 P. M.
victim on Sunday, a week, when a neveh covered himself with sackcloth
PASSENGER T R A IN S arrive at Phillips from trip at Drew’s lake.
A
4-pound
that
such
a
proceeding
would
be
rank
Farmington at 12.53 P. M. and 6.03 P. M .; from
student at the University of Maine and sat in ashes!’ ”
treason in Bob’s eyes, so I kept on.
Rangeley at 1.05 P. M.
salmon was among the catch.
MIXED T R AIN S leave Phillips fo r Farm ingClayton Preble came into Dover For some time we walked along, for
ton at 7.30 A. M and fo r Rangeley at 7.40 A. M.
MIXED T R AIN S arrive at Phillips from F arm  Wednesday with a handsome string ; half an hour at least, I should say,
ington at 2.15 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P. M.
T H E__±
of trout which he caught i-n Butter--and 'just as I was getting
weary
RANGELEY
Mr. Preble fished fori once more, we came to am open space
PASSENGER' T R A IN leaves Rangeley fo r milk pond.
Farmington at 11.25 A. M .: and arrives from
two hours and secured 37 trout which where it seemed as if lots and lots of
Farmington at 7.50 P. M.
MIXED TR A IN arrives from Phillips at 10.15 weighed in the vicinity of 15 pounds.; trees bad been cut down.
Some of
A. M.; and leaves fo r Phillips at 10.55 A. M.
Tiie fish were beauties, some of them (them were laid out along one side
THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
SALEM
weighing a pound and a half. John like a kind of wall by the roadside.
PASSENGER T R A IN S leave fo r Strong and
(Published weekly, Established 1874)
Farmington at 12.50 P. M .; and fo r Bigelow A. W iles, Ralph I. James, Elmer R. Bob took out has watch.
S ubscription S4. a y r ., $2. fo r 6 m onths;Sam ple cop y free if you mention Maine W oods
at 6.15 P. M.
„
B
let
hen
and
Charles
C.
Dunham
“
This
is
the
yard,”
he
said,
“I
MIXED TRAINS leave Salem fo r Strong and
The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
Farmington at 1.15 P. M .; and fo r Kingfieid have been spending a few days
in guess we’ve come a little faster than
at 3.45 P. M.
special reporters, giving authoritative reports of leading events in the
Peter.
W
e
’ll
sit
down
here
and
the Buttermilk pond region
where
KINGFIELD
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
wait for him.”
PASSENGER T R A IN S leave Kingfieid fo r they caught over 60 fine trout.
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
Farmington at 12.30 P. M .; and fo r Bigelow
The
sit
down
part
appealed
to
me
L. Ebbeson, motormam of the Port
at 6.38 P.M .. and arrive from F arm ington at
o f all subjects that interest sportsmen.
6.35 P.M.; and from B igelow at 11.30 A . M- and land Street Railway Co.’s
water very much indeed.
8,25 P. M.
, ,
,
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial, Game and Shooting,
“
Well,
how
do
you
like
deer
shoot
only
MIXED TRAIN leaves Kingfieid fo r Bigelow cart No. 18, is probably the
Fish and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle, Re
at 7.46 A. M. For S trong at 12.85 P. M. A r 
ing,”
he
asked
me
as
we
flopped
man in Portland who ever
caught
volver and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
rives from Strong at 4.1o P. M.
Sebago lake fish without going to down on a convenient pile of logs.
SEND ONE DOLL AR FOR THREE M ONTHS’ T R IA L SU B SCR IPTION .
BIGELOW
“ Oh, it is very exciting,” I an
I f not m ore than satisfied w ith it the m oney w ill be refunded on request.
PASSENGER T R A IN
leaves B igelow fo r Sebago lake to fish for them. Mr.
Farmingrton at 10.00 A . M, and fo r K ingfieid at
swered, “ and—
7.85 P. M. Arrives from F arm in gton at 7.28 Ebbeson has had splendid 'luck this
Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
“ Tiring,” he finished for me, “ well,
P. M. and MIXED T R A IN a rrives from K ing- summer having taken a goodly num
801 M ASO NIC TEM PLE: CHICAGO.
field at 9.15 A . M.
ber of smelts and other fishes, but we’lfl, get a good long rest here and
F. N. BEAL, G, P. A.

Putting Tobacco in T in s is Like
“ Locking th e S table D oor”
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HOOKS A BIG
SEA SALMON
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mired this great feat with rod and F IR S T G U E S T S A R E F RO M B A L T I 
Reports fromm Kokadjo Inn., KoM O RE.
line.
The fish are to be
photo
kadjo, Me., advise that a party con
graphed and part of them will be
sisting of Tim Dorsey of
Bangor,
ISSUED WEEKLY
mounted by H. L. Welch and
the
Chas. Taylor, Boston, Mass.; R. e .
(Continued rrom Page One.)
catch talked and written about all
Lawrence, Brockton, Mass., and j.
Mass., and F. Whittaker of Fall River,
over the country.
Phillips, Maine
F. Flynn, Bangor, accompanied
by
Mass.,
have
just
returned
home
after
The other day while Dr. G. C.
the two well known guides, Edward
a delightful week, occupying camp
Nichols of Bath, was in Phippsburg
Laney,
and
Allen
McDougal
L. B. BRACKETT,
Cupsuptic. Fred Fowler and Walter
woods hunting for Mayflowers., he
got
about
five
hours’
fish
Business Manager
Wight were their guides but only Mr.
stumbled upon evidences of a trag
ing in Lake Kokadjo bringing home
Hirsh caught a record fish. On Monday
edy Qf the wilds.
First he ran aFred Estes
of
he caught a pair of salmon that any 60 good trout.
oross a handsome, brush of a red
Adams
Dry
Goods
Co.,
Bangor
got
fisherman might be proud of, for they
OUTING EDITION
fox, says the Times. Nearby there
13 good sized trout-the first of the
8 pages .............................................. $1.00 per year
was some fur and beyond the doctor The Belgrade and Central Hotels tipped the scales at 5 and 4 1-4 pounds week. |
LOCAL EDITIO N
each. When they said good-bye, Mr.
discovered a steel trap in
which,
12 and 16 pages .. ........................... $1.50 per year
From Trout Brook Camps, MackW. remarked, “ We have had a good
Open—Summer
Home
of
the
caught
by
the
foot,
was
a
portion
of
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub
amp, Me., reports come of a fishing
time
and
caught
plenty
of
two
pound
scription 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription a fox’s hind leg.
The body was not
Bogerts to be Occupied.
ers, even if our name is not on the party of four from Springfield, Mass.,
76 cents extra.
to be seen. The finder concluded
having a fine trip at those cam(ps,
list. We will have it there later.”
that about six wekes ago this fox,
Harvey Farrington of Yonkers N- getting 23 trout and salmon in one
(S p ecial to M ain e W oods.)
and
judging
from
the
tail,
it
was
a
Entered as second class matter. January 21,
day, weighing 20 pounds. This party
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under beautiful one, was captured
Belgrade Lakes, May
25—The Y., who with his family spends the
by the
summers at the Birches, is here this is keeping up the record so far as
the A ct of March 3.1879,
country
is
looking
at
its
best,
al
wicked trap and then
before he
they are bringing in their
limit
could escape, a dog found him there, though the season seemed late and week accompanied by his friend, J. E.
every day.
The fishing is
just
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire killed him and buried the body
in backward, it looks now as forward Thompson.
starting
in
there
now
and
good
rises
Btate o f Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, Camp
Messrs.
J.
E.
Ackerman
and
E.
as in past seasons, and
prospect
the ground.
*
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county
Feibleman of Boston for ten days are are being made and by the last
good for usual harvest.
locally.
staying
in camp Yapeechu; Oscar Par of the week there ought to be fine
The catches of fish also predict a
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
Deputy Warden A. P. Bassett of
The largest trout that,
and game photographs from its readers.
great season, never before has so ker and Ernest DeMerritt are their fly fishing.
When ordering the address of your paper Norway lias reported to the office
many handsome trout been brought guides and Mr. Ackerman has already a has been caught up to the present
changed, please give the old as well as new of tli© State Commission of
Inland in as this spring.
5 pound and a 5 1-2 pound salmon to his time weighed 3 pounds and the larg
address.
Fisheries and Game th© prosecution
The Belgrade opened for the sea credit. Mr. F. a 4 pound salmon (the est salmon weighed 4 pounds. It
cf Henry Elliott of North Waterford son of 1914 on Saturday, the 23rd, smaller ones not recorded.)
is expected by the last of the week
for having short trout in possession. |everything in readiness for the many
THURSDAY, MAY 28, 1914
Chas. F. Dowse, of Commonwealth that 7 and 8-pound salmon, will he
He pleaded guilty before Trial Jus i people who are ready and waiting Ave., Boston, is this season accom taken as the salmon is just starting
tice C. R. Chapman, of Lovell
and
FOX
IN
C A N A D IA N
to come and enjoy the many
at panied by his daughter, Mrs. Carleton in to bite.
A C T IV IT Y
was fined $10 and costs. The pay tractions offered by the house.
Gifford, who is greatly elated over the
The following catches have been
F A R M IN G .
ment of fine was suspended upon the
The campers and owners of cot Rangeleys and her first record fish, reported from Moosehead lake: H.
payment of costs.
tages are also in season, nearly all which was a 4 pound trout, that she W. Newenham, one salmon, 7 pounds
A phenomenal expansion is taking
skilfully brought to net Saturday p. m. E. L. Dean, eleven trout, % to 3%
of them now occupied.
place in the black fox industry on
J. E. Packard and Ernest Gray of
Prof. M. T. Bogert of
Columbia Mr. Dowse, who has been coming to pounds; Frank Capino, one salmon, 4
Prince Edward Island. Although a re
Augusta were out Friday
morning University and family have
trout,
arrived this region for many years, has the pounds; S. S. Davis, eight
port upon this subject was published
after brook trout and brought home and taken possession of their love same guide as usual, Orrie Haley, and 1 to 3 pounds; T. Hammel, five trout,
in the Daily Consular and Trade Re
a fine string. Mr. Packard landing ly summer home.
It was
closed they intend to keep up their past repu 1 to 3 pounds; O. J. Rutherford, one
ports for March 17, 1911, the develop
They did not last summer, the family being ab tation as fishermen.
salmon, 4 pounds; Amos Thibideau,
ments since that time have been so 24 and Mr. Gray 21.
Fred B. Carroll of Rumford, Me., three trout, 1 to 2 pounds; R. Chap
say
where
they
made
their
catch sent in Europe.
rapid and so important that an entire
Miss C. L. Allen has returned from and W. S. Carroll of New London, man, one salmon, 7 pounds; M. T.
ly fresh treatment is called for. The any more than to state in a general
way
that
it
was
“
over
there,”
which
New
York and is making prepara Conn., are here for the week end.
Bean, two salmon, 4 and 7 pounds;
remarkable success of Prince Edward
Mr. and Mrs. J. Palmer Barston of B. G. Liebtag, one salmon,
is
a
favorite
locality
for
trout
fish
tions
for
the
opening
of
her
fam
6%
Island keepers in handling and rearing
ous tea room; also the display of her Providence, R. I., came Saturday Pounds; Joe Gurney, one salmon, 6
the capricious royal black and silver ermen.
collection of rare and beautiful things night for a two weeks’ sojourn in Lynn pounds.
fox became generally known and veri
Lodge. Will Lufkin is their guide.
fied only so recently as the year 1910 or 8-PO U N D ER T A K E N A T V A R N U M purchased for this season’s trade.
Reports from Little Houston pond
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Gibby and
Central House has started in well
POND.
thereabouts, and the fact that the skins
advise
that the trout are now rising
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Healy, Boston
for the season.
Already quite
a
of these quasi-domesticated animals
ians, came Saturday for their annual tc fly; also taking bait, something
number of guests are there and many
has come to command the highest
(Special! to Maine Woods.)
spring fishing trip. Gard Hinkley and like 45 good ones have been taken
prices on the London market, not in
Temple, May 25— Some fine fish more booked for the near future.
week.
Chas. Record are their guides. Mr. in two days during the past
Rev. Mr. G. R. Gilbert will preach
frequently fetching from $1,500 to $3,- ! are being taken from Varnum pond.
Little
Houston
pond
is
reaelied
from
Healy has a 3 1-4 pound trout to his
Sunday
000, partly oh the basis of an already ! Victor Lano caught a togue weigh at the village church next
Katahdin Iron Works.
credit and is after others.
accepted reputation, came to light at ’ ing 8 pounds last Saturday and lots and will deliver the address on Me Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Leach of Taun
He is a popular and
about the same time.
of other good catches are being re- morial day.
ton, Mass., have arrived and expect to
forceful speaker.
The desire quickly sprang up among : ported.
make a record soon.
Prince Edward Island farmers to secure
good fox stock and engage in this- lucra
tive industry, and as the movement,
gathered headway the original owners
found in a short lime that they could
Held at Lakewood Camps, Middle
gain larger sums by selling their foxes
for breeding purposes than by shipping
Dam, May 18
Boston Gentlemen Catch Although Somewhat Water Logged
the pelts to England. Prices for breed Four
Mr. ajnd Mrs. H. M. Pierce and their
ing stock rose from $4,000 per pair in
help and some sportsmen went into
Eight Trout That Tipped the
Middle Dam, May 25, 1914.
Will be Ready for
1910 to $6,000 per pair in 1911; and the
King and Bartlett, Sunday, May 24.
Great interest has been taken in
past summer $10,000 was not an unusu
Scales Just 43 Pounds.
Guests Soon.
Some of those that went in
were trying, not only to have good fishing
al price, while much higher amounts
Earlton
Mace,
F.
R.
Allen.
Mrs.
Otis but to make law's that would be for
Upper Dam, May 28—One of the
are credibly reported to have been paid
S. C. Harden, proprietor of the popu Witbam, Mrs. Sawyer and boy, Mrs. the protection of the fish in
greatest
catches
of
square
tailed
the
in not a few instances. A high propor
lar Eothen Camps at Long Pond made Robinson, Mrs. Porter of Farmington many ponds around the
Rangeley
tion of the disengagable capital on the speckled trout that has ever been
us a pleasant call last Friday. Mr. and Mrs. H. Rankin, New
\ork; lakes that the hundreds of anglers
island has already found its way into recorded at any time was made Wed
Harden has been attending court at Harry Bratten also W'ent in. There wbo annually come this way and enthe industry, and bidding from outside nesday at the head of Mollychunkaknown Farmington having a case in regard to were four backboards that day. They joy a tramp of mi]e& over the traa
capital is becoming considerable. The munk lake ■when four well
caught eight the damage caused by the raising of crossed the river on the Ferry boat. j a n d a f e w days camping wouId be
situation is of interest to Ameri Boston gentlemen
pounds. |ths water in the pond for driving logs.
cans who may consider investing in is trout that weighed just 43
-------------------------------Isure of luck when they cast the fly.
Mr. Harden says that the damage to
land-fox enterprises, and also to tho.-,e The smallest was 4% pounds and the
It was a great surprise and disapThe gentle him is very large. They raised the
who wish to purchase foxes from this largest 6y2 pounds.
j poinnitent to many when those ponds
catch water about six feet and it completely
Province for establishing ranches in the men who made this record
'whi/cih had been closed for fly Dishand
whose
names
will
go
down
in overflowed his property, taking out the
United States.
* * *
plumbing work and injuring the pro
Black and silver foxes were for many history are Messrs. A. H. Wood of
|stocked and protected were
opened
perty in many ways.
Wood,
Putnam
&
Wood;
C.
A.
Har
years regarded by natural history as
for any other kind of fishing.
A
Mr. Harden is rushing work to get
mere spontaneous variations or spots dy of American Woolen Co; H. G.
(Speciafl
to
Maine
Woods.)
I
petition
was
sent
to
the
commlssionready for his guests, many of whom
from the common American fox, Vul- Simmons of Allis Chailmaus Co, and
Bangor, Me., May 27, 1914.
ers who &rante<l the request and on
He
pes fulvus; but as a result largely of F. E. Wilder of the Geo. D. Quincy have written for accommodations.
Large catches of salmon
and Wednesday, May 18, held a public
has
several
parties
waiting
to
receive
Co.
and
their
guides
were
Clayton
Prince Edward Island breeding they
the word from him that he is ready, square tail trout are being taken jn 'hearing at Lakewood Camps, Middle
are now admitted to slightly more and Chester Sweat.
lo’r *-lie proposed
rules and
These eight trout were all caught and ^ k e *s delayed a little at the first Fish River Waters in Eagle lake. Not
formal distinct recognition as a color
less than 10 salmon, weighing from regulations as follows:
of
the
season,
they
all
know
that
the
slpinner.
variety. Certain breeders on Prince trolling on the Rangeley
6 to 8 pounds each and about 20
Sec. 1. It shall be unlawful for
Edward Island believe that the local More than 100 persons including the fishing will be good there at any time trout w'ere taken last Sunday. Fish- any Person, at any time, to fish for,
as
Mr.
Harden
has
27
different
ponds
strain constitutes a separate subspecies, CO guests, guides, woremen, etc. adof fish
within a few miies walk where he can ing at Portage, St. Froid and Square ^a^ce» catch or kill any kind
basing their contention on alleged cran
lake is reported as being exception- *n
^wo West Richardson ponds,
take
his
guests
to
first-class
fishing
ial peculiarities; but such scientific
ally good.
th® two Ea&t Richardson ponds, the
grounds.
scrutiny as has yet been possible does
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
The fish are taking hold in
good ^wo Eeaver ponds, or in B. pond,
Mr.
Harden
has
built
a
new
dining
not confirm this theory. As a matter mink, marten, and fisher. Will handle above
waters are situated in Townnamed animals at all times of year. Write or room 14x22 which will be appreciated shape now at Greenville Jet., Mooseof fact an indefinite series of pelage wire
what you have to offer, stating lowest j r
.u
. l
head Lake, among the lucky ones be ship 4, Range 2, and in Lincoln and
color gradations occurs in the fox fam price. Pur farmers wanting stock should write j
me for prices and information before buying.
John Bennett of Lewiston has been ing Mr. and Mrs. Pendergast, Wheel Magalloway Plantations and in the
ily, ranging from the clear fulvous or
M. F. STEVENS.
engaged
for the season to assist in the ing, W. Va.; J. H. Kirkwood, Scran town of Upton, all in the county of
Dover, Maine.
red animals, through the crosses or Tel. 64-15
work
about
camp which will give Mr. ton, Pa.; H. A. Haexnan, New York Oxford, except by the ordinary met
patch foxes, to light silvers and finally
Harden
more
time to attend personally City; A. A. Hale, Boston; L.
P. hod of casting with artificial flies
to .black silvers and blacks. Furriers jjiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiimmmiiiiiiiimiiiumiimiiiiiiiiiimmnmiijj
or fly fishing, so-called.
to
the
guests.
Swett,
E.
E.
Henderson,
E.
A.
classify simply as “ silver” all shades
Sec. 2. It shall also be unlawful
“ Sid says lie has not felt quite the Bean, Bangor; O. R. Bean, New
of furs from light silver-gray to deep
same
since
the
automobile
accident
York
City;
H.
H.
Pratt,
Caribou,
all
for
any P€rson to fish for,
take,
black.
which he figured in so prominently, of which brought in their full quota;
and kill more than ten fish
having had quite a bit of trouble with one boat bringing in 18 fish.
I*n
*n any one day *n e*^ier °*
Subscribe Now fo r
Maine Woods.
434 Congress St.,
his side the past winter, but he thinks
Reports from Northeast Carry, ; tke above named ponds.
$1.00 a Year.
1 PORTLAND, MAINE j he is going to be all right eventually. Moosehead Lake, advise the foHow- Sec. 3 It shall also be unlawful for
He has been busy much of the time ing catches made: H. W. Dorenuns, any Person to fish lor, take, catch
| E rected in 1911, and positiv ely the only |
Public Notice
F ire p r o o f H otel in the City
§ j with town affairs being one of the I-1 Castles, Jos. Coult, Newark, N. J. I or kin any kind of fish at any time
the
M O D I F I C A T I O N OF R U L E S
A N D | E levator Service, P rivate and P u b lic 11 ‘ ‘fathers” of Sandy River Plantation. 6 large trout; Fred Castles, 8; Jos. iri any of the tributaries to
I f atks/ “d T . ry ,C011\venie"ce for the com- 1 He says he does not naturally take to Cdult, 10, Newark, N. J.; Frank W. above named ponds
R E G U L A T IO N S .
fo r t o f guests includ ing
| bookkeeping as a “ duck does to wa- Mansfield, Boston, 10; E . E . Goeg,j Sec. 4. It shall also be unlawful
SO MUCH OF THE RULES AND REGULA
HOT AND COLD RUNNING | ter” but that his books balanced all
TIONS ADOPTED BY THIS COMMISSION ON
(Continued on page eight.)
Canton, Mass., 12; Arthur B. HolSEPTEMBER 20th, A. D., 1913. (prohibiting
WATER AND LOCAL AND | right when he got through with them.
all except fly fishing, and the taking of more than
Canton,
Mass.,
9;
Harry
j
mes,
six fish in one day by one person, in Quimby,
LONG
DISTANCE TELE 1! For one who is looking for the
Dodge. Round, Dead River. Gulf. Haley and the
Winkler, New Brunswick, N. J., 8;! A clear brain and healthy body
PHONE IN EVERY ROOM
Saddleback Mountain ponds, all in the county of
1 1 best of fishing, automobile routes, Richmond Weed, New York City, 12; are essential for success. Business
Franklin.) AS A PPLY TO SAID DEAD RIVER
POND, NOW CALLED SADDLEBACK LAKE
1 mountain climbing and good trails,1two salmon; C. H. Jordan, Hartland, men, teachers, students, housewives,
IN DALLAS PLANTATION, IN SAID COUN | FEATU RING POPULAR PR ICE MENUS 1
there is not a better place in the! Me., 8.
T Y OF FRAN K LIN . IS HEREBY REPEALED.
|and other workers say Hood’s Sarsa| A m erican .P lan 82.50 p er day, upward §
J. S. P II. WILSON,
at
The fish are just
beginning to parilla gives them
appetite and
WALTER I. NEAL,
| European Plan 81,00 per day, u p w a rd 1 country than at Eothen Camps
BLAINE S. VILKS.
= L etters o f inquiry roR
urdiriErates e tc ., promptly nnswerecl. I Long pond, withfij six miles of Ran-! take hold fine.
There have been a strength, and makes their work seem
COMMISSIONERS OF INLAND FISHERIES
H. E. THURSTON, R . F. HJMMELEIN, 1 geiey village.
AND GAME.
large number caught by people living easy.
It overcomes that tired feelP r o p r ie to r .
May 26, 1914.
there and the guides.
! Ing.
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IN READINESS
AT BELGRADE

GREATEST CATCH
CAMP EOTHEN
THE PIERCES
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GO TO CAMP
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COMMISSIONERS
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boiler; Bridgliam & Tracy, clean up
outfit; Richard Wilbur, base ball
One cent a word in advance. No headline or
mitt; H. C. Riddle, shirt; T.
C.
other display. Subjects in a. b, c. order
Haley, spading fork; Geo. Benson,
picture; Angus La Point, bag
of
FOR SALE.
flour;
L. Milibury, hair cut and
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating
ma H. E. Pickford Gives Dinner Party shave; Ed West, hair cut and shave;
G. A. Young, hair cut and shave;
chine. In first class condition.
In
— Ground Broken for New
J. K. Mitchell, one pound
tobaco;
quire at Maine Woods office.
village
school,
purse
of
money;
White
House.
FOR SALE— One of the best situat
school house, ball and bat. The com
ed camps on the Richardson Lake.
mittee are very grateful to all who
Fully furnished, electric lights,
13
helped in any way and especially to
(Spec al Correspondence.)
bedrooms, pool room, dining room,
the
merchants who so kindly contri
Rangel ey, May 25— The clean up
uitting room, guides’ camps,
etc.
buted prizes, money for the work and
and
paint
up
campaign
which
has
Suitable for Club House.
Address
services.
Mr. Wm. J. Downing. P. O. Box been in progress during the past two
Mrs. H. A. Childs returned Thurs
weeks wound u^ Saturday afternoon.
3598, Boston Mass.
Great enthusiasm has prevailed dur day from a two weeks’ visit with
MOTOR BOATS for sale.
Apply ing the entire contest and much has relatives at Livermore Falls.
Mrs. Daniel Rcss is working
at
to C. M. Smalley, Belfast, Maine.
been accomplished along the line of
permanent improvements. Friday af the postoffice.
Master Maxwell Neal, who
has
ternoon was inspection day and the
W ANTED.
committee drove about town viewing
WANTED— Potatoes at my store the results of the past fortnight’s
Prizes were awarded for the
house.
Notify by telephone night labor.
greatest improvement the planting of
before bringing them. B. F. Beal.
trees and shrubs, painting, grading
LIVE ANIMALS W A N TE D —Will buy etc., all being counted for the prize
jv—
live mink, fox, skunk, winners.
At the vestry
Saturday
FO R
I ! bear cubs, fisher, mar afternoon a party for the children
GUNS AND
ten, otter, beaver, lynx i was advertised as a reward of merit
FISH-RODS
and others. Name price j but a large proportion of more tnature
William F. Nye is the great
first letter.
Write us years were also present and seemed
before buying or selling to enjoy the festivities keenly. Re est authority on refined oils in the
and about fur farming. C- C. Garland, marks were made by Dr. F. B. Col world. He was the first bottler; has
Box 133, Old Town, Maine.
by, Rev. H. A. Childs, J. E. Peakes, the largest business and NYOIL
M. D. Tibbetts and Wm. Tomlinson. is the best oil he has ever made.
W AN TED —Experienced farmer. Must
Ice cream and cookies were served
N YO IL
be able to work in a garden.
J.
bv the committee after which all ad
Lewis York, Rangeley.
H A S NO E Q U A L .
journed to the huge bonfire
held
Beware of scented mixtures called
at the “ new dump.”
The following
oil.
Use N Y O IL on everything
MISCELLANEOUS.
are receiving congratulations on their- where a light oil is needed. It pre
fine work and gifts: Fred Hamm, vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
BARGAINS in firearms, binoculars, wheel barrow; Delia Oakes,
ther tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
watches and jew elry; list for stamp. mos bottle; F. C. Porter, step ladder;
your firearms and your rod. You will
Roeooe V. Hurd, 126 W est 23, New H. B. MoCard, thermos cups; F. H. find it by far the best. Hardware and
York.
Kempton, aluminum tea kettle;
C. sporting goods dealers sell it in large
C. Murphy, umbrella; E. I. Herrick, bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
Maine Woods Will Keep You In looking glass; C. F. Huntoon, hand
formed on All Proposed New Fish bag; Geo. Russell, whip; Granville
W M . F. N YE ,
and Game Laws of the State. Sub Twombly, garden rake; O. R . Rowe,
N ew Bedford, Mass.
scribe Now and Keep Posted.
box chocolates; Ada Sprague, double

C L A S S IF IE D

GOOD WORK DONE

BY CAMPAIGN

G e o r g e C. V a u g h a n
President
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been at the Portland hospital instead
of at Lewiston as previously report
ed, has so fair recovered as to be
able to leave the hospital and is now
stopping at the Columbia Hotel with
his mother.
Mrs. E. L. Haley left Tuesday
morning for Boston to attend the
graduation exercises of Miss Doris
Haley.
Sunday was observed as Memorial
Day at the church with appropriate
exercises.
The church was attract
ively decorated for the occasion with
flags, bunting and potted plants. Mrs.
Phineas Tracy, Miss Alice Sweetser,
Velma Tomlinson and Irene Kemp
ton had charge of the
decorations.
The Grand Army and Sons of Vet
erans attended in a body.
Mrs. Isaac Mitchell has been quite
ill the past few days.
Among our summer residents who
have arrived are Mr. and Mrs. H.
M. Burrows at Rangemere, Mrs. E.
C. Gilman and Miss Gladys and L.
M. Jackson.
Mrs. Asher Danphiney and Freda
Huntoon of Gardiner are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Huntoon.
A Juvenile society known
as
Aunt Ruth’s Crickets has been form
ed by the girls of grade five and six,
presided over by the following of
ficers:
President, Pauline Rector;!
vice president, Lucille
Huntoon;
treasurer, Leora Tomlinson.
The
meetings are held each week at the
homes of the respective members.
H. A. Furbish was in Portland Fri
day on business.
He was joined by
E. I. Herrick, who was en route for
Boston.
They will return in
Mr.
Herrick’s auto which he purchased
the past winter.
Mrs. Viola Lufkin was a
recent
guest at Wm. Tomlinson’s.
Howard Herrick is clerking at H.
C. Riddle’s during the illness
of
Hayden Huntoon.
Wm. Jacobs and Mrs. Nellie Fair
banks were guests of Mr. and Mrs.

5
C. W. Barrett over Sunday.
Mrs. Ludeke and Miss Helen are
at Pickford’s camps for a
few
days
H. E. Pickford entertained
the
following at dinner Sunday, Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Russell, Mr. and Mrs. G
E. Rubsell, Dr. (and Mrs. F. B. Colby,
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Kempton, Mr.
and Mrs, Lafayette Kempton, Reed
Ellis, Dr. C. S. Stuart, Mr. White,
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Oakes, Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Quimby, Mr. and Mrs.
M. D. Tibbetts, Mr. and Mrs. I. D.
Hoar, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. McCard,
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Rowe.
Frankie Case, 5 year old son
of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Case
proved
himself a master fisherman by catch
ing two large trout early last
Thursday morning.
A large number
of anglers were on the spot
but
(Continued on page eight).

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.

Offers room with hot and
cold water for $1.00 per day
and up, which includes free
use of public shower baths.
Nothing to

Equal This in New England

Rooms with private baths
f«r $1.50 per day and up;
suites of two rooms and bath
for $4.00 per day and up.

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Send for Booklet

STORER

F.

CRAFTS,

Gen.

Manager

H o n . O b a d ia h G a rd n e r

W. S. Nichols

R . L . C leveland

Member International Joint Commission

Treasurer

Managing Director

Fortune

Along

UNGLE SAM

Unbeaten

Paths

FOX RANGftER

D o you know that U N C L E SAM besides his activities in C A N A L B U IL D IN G , PARCEL PO ST ,

PO STAL B A N K IN G etc, is also a successful FO X RANCHER?

Are

you aware that this versatile gentleman, although he hesitates about talking over the T E LE PH O N E S and the R A ILR O A D S, has for a long time been actively engaged in FO X

3REEDING and turns many an honest dollar by selling FO X ES for B R E E D IN G PU RPOSES and regularly sends the PELTS from his F O X FARM S to the great FUR SALES?
N ot only that, but he encourages others to do likewise and offers breeding animals and government land on easy terms to encourage his citizens to enter the lucrative business of
rearing valuable fur bearing animals in captivity.
U. S. GOVERNMENT SANCTIONS FUR FARMING
Back in 1908 the U. S. Dept, of Agriculture issued a report from the government printing office entitled “ Silver Fox
Farming” and predictions made therein that the industry would eventually become extremely profitable, have been fulfilled
in a remarkable degree. Several subsequent reports on the same subject have been issued from Washington, D. C.
PROFITS IN SILVER FOX FARMING ARE ENORMOUS
The industry of breeding the Silver Black Fox in Captivity has passed the experimental stage and is now a well es
tablished, legitimate business enterprise offering a tempting field for the investment of capital. If you have never realized
the remarkable growth and future prospects of this wonderful industry it will pay you to get at the facts without delay.
Here Is Your Opportunity to Share In An Enterprise Whose Success Has Startled the Financial World
The U. S. Gov., offers to lease islands off the coast of Alaska for Fox Farming. But the climate of Maine is superior
to that of Alaska for the rearing of the Silver Black Fox. The Maine Fur Ranching Company is stocking a ranch at West
Rockport, Maine, with five pairs of the most valuable animals known—the Silver Black Fox. Only a few hundred pairs
are in existence in the world in captivity and the wild supply is practically exhausted. The market for the pelts of these
beautiful animals is world wide and the supply cannot catch up to the demand for years. The demand for breeders even
exceeds the demand for the pelts. The business is practically a natural monopoly and must remain so for a deacde.
Breeders sell readily for from twenty thousand to thirty thousand dollars a pair and pelts from fifteen hundred to twentyve hundred dollars per pelt.
Become A Stockholder In This Fascinating Industry Which Last Year Averaged Fifty Per Cent Dividends On the Nine Millions Then Invested In It

iMaine

Fur Ranching Company

PAR VALUE, S25,

ALL C O M M O N STOCK
DIRECTORS

President,

These five pairs of animals are valued at twenty thousand dollars a pair. The ranch property is ideal and
the management experienced. The par value of the stock is twenty five dollars a share. Learn all you can about this
wonderful business by sending to your Congressman for the government reports or write this company regarding any
roint that is not clear to you—but in the meantime make sure of securing as many shares as you can afford to take by
sending a twenty-five per cent deposit today. Our very liberal terms are twenty-five per cent cash with applica
tion, fifty per cent within thirty days and the balance of twenty-five per cent in sixty day3.

GEORGE G. VAUGHAN,
President o the Salem Safe Deposit ft Trust C o .

HON. O B A D IA H GARDNER,

Member International Joint Commission

DO NOT DELAY

OBEY THAT IMPULSE TODAY

Read What the Highest Salaried Editorial Writer In America Has To Say of This Industry In a Newspaper Whose
Editorials Are Acknowledged Without a Peer

Treasurer, W M . S. NICHOLS, Salem, Mass.,
Treasurer o f Salem Safe Deposit ft Trust Co*

Managing D irector, R. L. GLEV ELAND,
West Rockport, Maine

Chartered Accountant, W M . DILLOiV, 56 Congress St., Boston
TRANSFER AGENTS

Salem Safe

Deposit

Resident Attorney,

$5

RANCH PROPERTY

Trust

C o.,

Mirror Lake, West Rockport, Me.

E D W A R D G. P A IS O N ,

Rockland, Me.

“ Did you know that there are millions in ‘fur farming?’ It reads like the dream of a Munchausen, but it is actu
ally the truth. It tells of nothing but facts backed up by proof. There is a little animal, the Silver Black Fox, whose
pelt is almost the most valuable thing for its weight in the world. A single skin, weighing no more than a pound, has
sold for as much as $2,700. The farmers of Prince Edward Island discovered that they could breed these little fur nug
gets in captivity. Today farmers, fishermen and small storekeepers, unskilled in business or finance, are building $10,000
houses, buying costly automobiles and speed boats. It doesn’ t sound real, does it? But it is true. It is a wonderful
story.” —Boston American Editorial.
/

CUT OUT AND M AIL
M A IN E F U R

R A N C H IN G

APPLICATIONS FOR STOCK

COM PANY,

W est Rockport, Maine,
I am interested in fur farming and should be pleased to receive further information re
garding your company.
Name.
Address.

A limited amount of stock in the Maine Fur Ranching Company may be purchased
Par value, twenty five dollars. Checks should be made payable to Wm. S. Nichols, Treasurer,
and mailed to the Maine Fur Ranching Co., West Rockport, Maine.

Application has been made by this company to the Bank Commissioner of the State of Maine, f6 comply with the “ blue sky” law pertaining to the sale of securities in Maine.
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June.
The Colonel is ready at a some big boulders.
Jack
the man with the hooked mouse, this! Huntoon, Geo. Huntoon and
moment’s notice to leave for Mexico
They are having
a
Piovious to tliait he had shot two man was unable to draw the musk-! MicKimcon.
hut thinks the trouble there
will old foxes ahead of his dogs which rat in, but the hook carried away a : fine trap.
Mr. Park on
Friday
shortly be settled without war with proved to be the parents of the 11 little film of skin and hair.
The “ drew a luck pair” a trout and a
the United States.
young ones that he afterwards dug bugler cast with that tuft of hair sabuon, each tipping the scales at
Another ang 5 pounds and Mr. Inman’s big fish
Dr. A. P. French of Middletown, out from un&fir the rocks.
“ To dig and landed a trout.
And Many Applications Promise a Conn., fan annual comer, is here for these youngsters out of their home ler, finding that trout would
As usual af
not was a 5-pound trout.
a few days’ fishing, before going to was by no means an easy
take bait, conceived the idea that ter a week’s stay here they go to
task,”
Successful Season For the
if small-moutlied black bass were too Kennebago and .home via Rangeley.
Ms camp at Saddleback lake'.
said the aged hunter.
New Proprietors.
W. G. Hill of Portland, the crack
As evidence of this be showed his fond of little green frogs such a
Willard Wadsworth of New York
on Saturday joined his brother Jos listener several soars on hiis hands bait might interest a brook trout. He shot of our state, and J. Lewis Jord
eph and with their old guide Everett where he had been bitten. The den tried the lure and, strange as it on, coming in his. Ford car wen
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Mi
11*11
Hoar are trying a week’s tramp and in question was so situated that it may seem, landed a fine member of here for over Sunday.
The Tavern, Rangeley, May 24.— |
did some fine thooting at ilie traps
the early fishing at Seven ponds.
was necessary to reach in with the the salmon tribe.
The past week has heen a busy one
Big trout will jump at almost any at (Mr. Spotts’.
A trio of “ Rangeley school marmiis, hands and pull the young fallows
for there has been a big travel and
thing
in motion on the water, artifi
out.
If
be
got
hold
of
the
right
end
The first bridal party to
spend
Lynn,
the daily applications from those who Misses Beatrice Jones of
all was well, but the marks on his cial bait, spoons, spinners, artificial their honeymoon this season in a
Mass.,
Mabel
and
Hannah
Pease
of
are planning to spend weeks
this
dob- log cabin are Mr. and Mrs. Manches
hotel; hands he evidently pulled some of grasshoppers, crickets, frogs,
summer at the lakes promise a most Anson are boarding at this
the youngsters out head first. After sons, even a garter snake swimming. ter Tilden of Philadelphia, who will
also
Dr.
Charles
S.
Stuart,
the
den
successful season for the new pro
spoon remain until the June roses are in
taking the young foxes out he took They also will take a small
. .
prietors, N. 'H. Ellis and son Reed, tist.
and a pectoral fin of one of their bloom.
them
to
his
home
and
placed
them
For the entertainment of
the
who have already won a good name
But there is
one
in a pen made especially for the pur own brethren.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Mosser
of
for themselves and the hotel, by the guests a canoe and several row boats
thing that is certain, bait fishing is
pose,
with
the
interior
lined
with
Boston came last evening accompan
attention given and the fine house have been put oai Haley pond. The
the
most
successful
method
during
ied by their friends, Dr. and Mrs.
keipt.
Mr. Ellis owns one of the roads are now in fair shape so the tin.
A short time after he had succeed the early open season.
H. G. McCormack of Williamsport,
largest and best farms in this part automobiles are daily coming from
ed in digging out the first den he
Penn., and Frank .Fall and
Frank
of our state, having 650 acres, 250 different places.
came across another which
Lad
Hight will guide them where the big
of which are cultivated and
Lake
H. P. Smith of Commonwealth
He got all of
these in
fiish are hidiaig.
View farm has for a number of years Avenue, Boston, is now at his sum five in it.
in summer time entertained 25 city mer camp and his wife and daughter the same manner as the first ones.
H. B. Goodrich of Haverhill, Mass.,
1-Ie now has nine live foxes in the
hoarders.
The milk, cream, butter, will join him later.
after aoi absence of several
years
eggs, fresh vegetables and
Iambi Tlie flag is flying from Mingo Hill, pen and intends to raise them. Tltej
has returned for a few weeks’ so
with which this table is supplied is telling that Mr. and Mrs. E. Pa- young fellows are apparently healthy |
journ.
daily brought from the farm.
The tridge have left their winter home and are growing fast, being now And Are Finding the Fishing Ex
Geo. A. Drew of Lewiston, who for
about
two-thirds
grown.
office is in charge of Reed Ellis, in the sunny south and are
here
half a century has been fishing these
In
addition
to
hunting
and
digging
cellent—
“
Billy”
Takes
a
Shot
who is assisted by his brother Thay for a happy summer.
lakes came Saturday with lias old
out foxes Mr. Thompson also' traps|
er. Mrs. Susie Tliibedeau is head
at the Traps.
friends Geo. F. Booth, publisher and
Maneskootuk the beautiful island in to a small extent other' fur-bearing j
waitress and Clifford Watson of
—
editor of Worcester Gazette and Jul
The past season he lias
Madison is bell hoy.
Clifford
in Rangeley lake is not this year to be animals.
ius Mathews of Boston.
occupied
by
the
owner,
Fredrick
S.
secured
five
muskrats,
six
raccoons:
(Special
Correspondence.)
company with one of the New York
well
we apd two mink, which is a pretty
Mooselookmeguntic House, Haines i Hon. Henry E. Tiepke, a
hoarders went out Friday on Haley Dickson of Philadelphia, but
known lawyer and Ex-Mayor of Paw
understand
will
be
leased
for
the
good
season’
s
work.
“
I
have
three
Laaxding,
May
23—“
I
have
been
com
jpond for a little fishing.
A gamy
his
of the best hounds in the
country,” ing here for the last 15 years and tucket, R. I., acornpanied by
3-pound trout, who attempted
to summer. r
wife were heartily
greeted by old
said
Mr.
Thompson,
“
and
if
I
was
never
knew
such
good
fishing
as
we
Lewis
York
of
Loon
lake
was
at
lunch from the white miller Clifford
cast for him that afternoon attract the wharf this afternoon to meet a not hunting most of my time I would had Friday,” was the greeting one friends on their arrival Saturday.
W e regret to report the illness of
of the fishermen gave me on my ar
ed much attention as the less for party -with his buckboard and reports not know what to do with myself.”
rival!.
After taking a look at the Theodore L. Page at Camp Ridlon,
that
tunate anglers admired the speckled the fishing extra good, also
trained
beauty at the dock and the Maine most of his camps are already en T H E G R E A T P R O B L E M OF B A IT catches which were hung in the ice who is cared for by a
nurse
from
Lewiston,
but
trust
he
house
I
did
not
doubt
the
statement
gaged
for
the
coming
summer.
Woods reporter greatly enjoyed the
Worms
Are
Worms
No
Matter or if I had, the smiling faces of the will be himself again in a few days.
same, most deliciously cooked
for
Miss Cecile Brown of Lynn, Mass.,
W hether the Fly Comes From
happy company around the
office
supper.
TOGUS F q x H U N T E R
came Monday and will be stenograph
an
English
Sparrow
or
a
fire,
as
they
exchanged
their
fish
Mrs. A. B Gilman and daughter,
Peacock.
stories would have convinced me it er this season.
Miss Gladys of Haverhill,
Mass., Albert Thompson Tells Experience
had
been a record day.
Six trout'
in
Digging
Out
Young
Foxes.
were week end guests here
while
The question of bait is always a and salmon, each weighing over 5 W E L L - K N O W N G U ID E BEGINS 38th
putting their elegant cottage on the
YEAR.
Albert Thompson who resides on timely one with the angler, and it (pounds were among the number.
lake shore in order for occupation
In three days this week the guests
this
the Mud Mills road, Tagus, who has has been worse than timely
this summer.
(have caught and shipped to their j The old saw “ all persons should
Col. Caswell, a well known New hunted foxes all his lifetime told a j spring, when the frost in the ground
j has kept the wriggly, slimy worm homes in other states nine boxes of go to Boston at least once, or die
very
interesting
story
recently
to
a
Yorker, who has distinguished him
at a safe dintance beneath until mostj trout and ealmom
containing
10 fools” has been revised and the word
self by hunting expeditions in the, Kennebec Journal man. Mr. Thomp
word
|
who
have
dug
have
given
it
up
a
s
:
pounds
each,
and
there
are
as
many
I Boston eliminated and the
son
has
secured
21
foxes,
all
of
wilds of Africa and other
foreign j
Moosehead substituted, says
the
more
waiting
to
be
sent.
la
bad
job.
Indeed,
those
who
have'
lands and who last year while
at; which but five he dug out of dene.
To lovers
of
'secured a few warms have found aj The first party of this season came, Kennebec Journal.
The
first
den
that
he
secured
wp.s
Rangeley brought to net the largest
nature
the
change
is
a
wise
one.
ready
market
for
them,
and
fabu-i
the
day
the
ice
went
out,
May
15,
trout ever recorded as taken on a 214 early tills spring, and in it there
The man responsible for the change
For several days he had lous tales have found their way into! Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Jenks and Mr.
ounce fly rod is among those
who were 13.
is Ambrose Reed, the veteran guide,
and
Mrs.
Henry
G.
Thresher
of!
the
papers
about
the
panic
prices!
are guests here until the Rangeley tried to locate the den and at last
69th
Pawtucket, R. I., who are
greatly who Thursday celebrated bis
paid
in
Berkshire
and
elsewhere
for
was
rewarded
by
finding
it
under
Lake House opens the first day of
The celebration was as
the common or garden variety
of enjoying the fishing and life in a birthday.
angleworm.
It is generally admitt log cabin.
Their guides are Jim unique as the saying for the time
ed that the old fable of the small O’Brien and Frank Fall. The party was passed in making preparations
boy with the bent pin who beat the are taking trips all over the region for his 38th season as guide in the
city angler with his fancy rod
and and having picnics on the lake shore. Moosehead region and he is to leave
reel is true at least in part. That
The well knowrn Ingraham party of Friday morning. He began his oc
part pertains to the thing on the IPeabody, Mass., this spring includes cupation as guide on the St. Croix
the
small hoy’s hook, not the spit, the: Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Ingraham, Jr., and Penobscot and went to
angleworm.
He is a potent lure, Judge and Mrs. Benj. G. HiU
and; Moosehead region shortly after the
and not only for trout either. The: their friends, Mr. and Mrs. R. H. j war.
fish that will not look long at an Smith, who come for their first trip: In spite of his age Mr. Reed is as
angleworm has never been
found- and are very enthusiastic over the lithe and active as a lad and he says
When other baits prove better that fishing.
Their guides are Aaron he lias yet to find the young man
is because they are larger and more Soule, Herbert Moore and Ira Hun- who can tire him out in the woods.
easily seen or because worm® have toon.
The ladies seem to be tak He carrieis his years lightly and one
seldom been used in the vicinity.
ing honors as wTell as fish, for Mrs. would think it almost impossible that
An interesting discourse on
the Hall was the one to open the record he should have seen service in the
He enlisted in Co. A
best trout baits is included in a with a 4-pound salmon. The Judge i Civil War.
recent number of the New York is still telling about the sport his 5- and was later transferred to Co. F.
He was wound
Sun which says that usually big brook pound salmon gave him and he has 1st Maine Cavalry.
trout wait until the May flies begin also landed a 3^4 pound trout. Mrs. ed in the bead while on his way to
to swarm on the waters before they R. H. Smith’s first fish was a sal Gettysburg on June 19, 1863.
Mr. Reed passed the winter on his
ascend the streams for their spring mon, weight 3 pounds, and she has
feed after their more or less
dor also caught a 314 pound trout. Mr. farm in West Gardiner during which
mant winter..
Early in the season Smith caught a 314 pound trout. J. one of his pleasures has been “the
Is famous pie-crust flour
worms make the best bait, according F. Ingraham, Jr., is high line of the enjoyment of a severe attack of
— makes it tender and light
tc trout anglers, who says that early party and for the season to date, whooping cough.”
and flaky and perfectly di
in the season the fish will not rise as he lias a 614 pound trout and a 6
gestible. Just as good for
IT Pays to Advertise In Main*
to the fly.
pound salmon to his credit.
Mrs.
bread and cake and biscuits
Low Advertising Rates.
“ The garden hackle is the best fly Ingraham lias not forgotten how to Woods.
and whatever you are baking.
that one can use to get results,” says reel them in, for she has caught a
an angler who tries the waters
on 4-pound trout and a 3-pound salmon
And the most economical flour
the Beaverkill every year.
for her big one, and all of
the
m i l l e d — g i v e s you most
It is a well-known fact that the party have caught those that weigh
loaves to the sack.
trout will go down to salt
water ed from 1 to 214 pounds each, and
Your grocer keeps William
when its home stream enters
into they are still going fishing.
OF THE STOMACH
Tell. Insist on it next time
the ocean.
An angler who had
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Abbott
of
you order flour.
is the bane of thousands of lives. Many
small success with angleworms tried Westford, Mass., were greeted
by
c. h . McKe n zie t r a d in g c o ., Ph il l ip s , m a in e .
folks who use “ L. F .” Atwood’s Med
sea worms and shrimp in the brack old friends on Thursday.
This sea
ish water, and on this bait
landed j son they are accompanied by tlieir icine for indigestion find it a really
reliable relief for Catarrh of the
three beauties.
friends, Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Mont
, Catches by the neck or body in
stead of the feet, killing instantly
An up-state angler one
morning gomery of Rye, N. Y., who are so Stomach.
without injuring the pelt. A hu
tried various sorts of baits
with carried away with the place
Mr. Morton’s experience is a typical
mane feature that is very com 
they
mendable; BESIDES IT S A V E S
little or no effect and was surprised? now wonder why they have not been instance, that points out to you a quick
E V E R Y FUR FOR THE TRAJPP E R . The only trap ever c&iin casting in -hooking a mouse. He among the annual comers ydprs relief from this form of catarrh:
structed with a DOUBLE T R IP
brought the-mouse in carefully and ago. Joe Lamb and Emery Haley Newport, Me.:
ACTION, a bait trigger and a foot
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
then began casting with it. He had are their guides.
Mrs. Abbott bias
ing furs of mink, skunk, " c o o n ” ,
“ The doctors say I h a v e catarrh of
etc. T here is no escape, the trap
not been casting more than
two caught a, pair of 3-pound salmon, OVIr. the stomach. “ L. F .” Atwood’s Med
per gets every pelt.
minutes when a whopper trout at Montgomery a 3-pound trout
and icine seems to be the best remedy I
n I jU|P brings illustrated Guide
UI >WL giving the first time in
tempted to gulp down the mouse and Mrs. Montgomery had the excitement can get for it. I keep “ L. F.” At
print the treasured secrets o f the
there was no question when
the of playing for an hour with a 5%- wood’s Medicine in the house all the
wisest old trappers in this country-.
I t’s worth dollars to you.
fish came out of the water that it pound salmon which she brought to time—would not be without it.
was over and beyond the six-inch net.
(Signed) J. L. Morton.
size limit.
The Marble party this year
in
An Adirondack guide tells the story cludes J. Russell Marble, W. H. In Get YOUR Big Bottle at the Dealer’s
of the trout that took a wintergreen man of Worcester, Mass., Franklin
Today, 35 cents.
berry.
One day toward sunset an Lee of Medford, Mass., and P. R.
TRAPPERS’ SUPPLY GO.,
Box W,
OAK PARK, ILL.
FREE Sample by Mail.
angler was casting aind hooked
a Park of Boston.
The guides for the
muskrat through the back. Unlike party are Dexter Huntoon,
Frank “ L. F. "MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me

BUSY WEEK AT
RANGELEY TAVERN

NEW AND OLD
PARTIES ARRIVING
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TROUT FISHING

t

that tine dry fly iLsmore effective than passage through it of another canoe and a living room.
lv published a bulletin on attracting
birds about the home in which difhG 'Vet lly ’ a,lthough 1 do
believe party.
For a half-hour afV ir
that
BOATS
A Capital Book on the Dry Fly by a that, under certain conditions
the
XTT.
,. , ,
.
,
.
ferent kinds of nesting boxes and
we have light, . dry, cedar boats . . , ,
A f , „
Shrewd American Angler.
dry fly will take fish that may not passage there was no rise and then
without warning the little six-ounce known as the Rangeley pattern, and bird houses are illustrated for the
, be taken in any other manner. I
benefit of those who wish, to make
proverbial White canoes.
Is then© something in the art a n d , Ho contend, however, that a greater rod was bent like the
them.
whip
in
the
fight
with
5y2
pounds,
FISHING
practice of fishing that tends to make fascination attends its use. All game
If the nesting box has an entrance
a naan a pleasing craftsman when he birds are pursued wiith the
same and that on the only other fly at
Any day during the fishing
sea hole placed high up under a roof or
tached
to
the
leader
weighing
two
.turns his hand from the rod to th e ; weapon, but the more difficult birds
son, the legal limit of twenty-five cover projecting over the hole
at
Which, added to Mr. La
pen? A very pretty argument might to kill have the greater attraction for pounds.
trout may be taken on this preserve. least two inches it may face in any
Branche’s
book,
prompts
the
old
be fashioned upon that theory.
Is sportsmen; and my predilection for
We .have the lake trout, brook trout direction, particularly if it leans a
query— why if there are
trout
not your true fisherman necessarily the dry fly is based on the same
and Hand locked salmon.
little forward, foir then neither sun
streams
should
there
be
office
walls
a man of patience, keen observation principle.
For a day’s outing we have four nor rain is likely to penetrate much
to ke^p one from them.—Springfield
and precision, and does he not inevit
Mr. La Branche also observes that Republican.
ojutlyimg ponds which are
about into the interior.
If the box hais not
ably become to an increasing' degree many expert anglers in this country
forty minutes’ wailk from the home these advantages it should never face
both philosopher and poet?
Or on havie been using the floating fly for
lake, over good woods trails, where the northeast or the south, as cold
the other hand, is the average fish- years, but most of them use it only
even the ladies and children of your rains and hot sun are fatal to fled
erman so ardent an enthusiast that on water where they consider it may
party may catch the gamy
brook gelings.
It is well not to have the
be finds literary merit, even though prove m ore effective than the wet
trout.
bottom of the box too tight,
that
there be" none, in any writing that fly—usually upon the quiet surface
rain if it drives in may run out.
THE TABLE
deals with his favorite pastime? Of of a pool or on a flat, slow water.”
Ventilation is desirable and this
The table, our main feature, is
the two theories the former is much To this he adds:—
supplied with fresh cream and eggs may be obtained by boring two small
more the tenable; from good old
For many years I was one of those Which Are Situated Amid Grand |from our own cows and hens, veg holes in each of the two
opposite
Father Izaak down, there have been who firmly believed that only the
sides
of
the
box
high
up
under
the
etables
from
our
camp
garden,
an
Scenery.
fishermen who have written
with smooth, slow stretches of a stream
abundance of wholesome, well cooked overhanging roof and stopping them
charm and grace.
The latest ex-, could be fished successfully with the
with corks until the young birds have
food, and pure spring water.
ample is I h e Dry Fly and
T'ustjdry fiy.
Experience, however> luas
The following information
about]
HUNTING
hatched when the corks may be re
Water,” by G orge L. M. Branche. taught me that the floater, skillfully West Carry Lake Camps is gleaned | Ask any sportsman or guide who moved.
just published by Scribner’s
($2). handled, is applicable to any
part from the booklet which we recently ! is familiar with our section where
Martin houses may be put up late
It consciously attempts little or none of a swift stream short of a per- printed for the proprietor of the j the best hunting is to he found in
in May with some hope of getting
of the poetic description o f which ptndicular, waterfall.
My unortho- above camps, R. B. Taylor.
The Maine, and he will invariably
say martins, as at that time most of the
Henry Van Dyke is a latter-day masEnglish sparrows and bluebirds have
ter, but in spite of a modest preface, j
made their nests, and the
young
it proves to be written with a
very
martins which do not nest until late
attractive precision and flexibility of
in the season may settle in the new
style by a man who reveals himself
I Martin houses. Such houses should
an unusual student of the finer and
never be placed on or very
near
more delicate arts of fishing. It is,
trees, but sliouLd be upon poles 12 or
therefore, a book which any sports-:
15 feet high or higher.
The
pole
man will count as an added prize in I
may be placed on the ground or on
his library and which the naan who|
the roof of a building. Chicago
has even a slight interest in fishing
people have started successful mar
will find fascinating.
In a sensei
tin colonies in bird houses set
up
it may be regarded as a post grad-j
on the roofs of city blocks. Success
uate course to that little
volume,'
is likely here if the English spar
“Practical Dry Fly Fishing,” iby E. j
rows can be kept out.
A
river
M. Gall, which appeared a couple of
valley in a farming country is- a fav
years ago, for, as Mr. La Branche's |
orite spot for martins.
The
en
title suggests, this larger volume is
trance holes for martins should be
devoted to a considerable extent, toi
large and near the floors of
the
the use of the dry fly under condi
rooms, the rooms about eight inch
tions not supposed to be suitable b y ,
es square.
certain of thij celebrated and ortho
Bird houses placed on poles are of
dox authorities.
On the other hand.
ten preferred by the birds because
Mr. La Branehe's book will not serve I
cats and squirrels do not
trouble
badly as an introduction to the dry I
them so much as when the boxes are
fly for he virtually begins by d>splaced on trees. Thorny vines or
Jicribing bis first crude, but successbushes may be planted and trained
GAME SHOT BY TWO OF THE GUESTS, FALL OF 1913, AT WEST CARRY POND
* f u l attempts, and like Mr. Gill goes
close about the poles to keep
off
.on to various practical suggestions.
j
cats or the pole may be
made of
l For the information of the general
dox method of using it— which may ! booklet contains some of the finest ‘‘WEST CARRY LAKE.” Our re iron pipes with a flange at the top
reader it may b,t’i noted that the dry
be
be described as creating a
whole cuts we have ever produced
in a cord of game shipment of the past on which the bird house may
fly, so-called, is distinguished from
A wide sheet of zinc tack
family of flies instead of imitating j book of this sort,
showing the two years should be ample
proof. screwed.
the ordinary fly, now more and more
ed around the pole like a
tight
an individual member thereof—may] camps, lake, etc.
If not, we can furnish more.
i called the w It fly, by the fact that
sleeve
or
set
under
the
bird
house
be characterized by some as ‘‘hamMr. Taylor went to large expense
GUIDES
it i-s made in exact or close imita
ljke a hat brim will keep cats or
^ _______
or
floggin g,’ and
con^ave these cuts made, but th 3 y
Too much cannot be said in praise
tion of the insects which skip
aboutmering
squirrels from any bird house set on
upon t h r water’s^surfaoe,
''th a t deinned as te“ dinf to make th€ fi'sh will be worth the money in showing of our guides, and I would recom
Where cats, squir
it is intend <d to be gently floated ShJ beoaase the leader is shown so up hie attractive place to prospec- mend, if you are to fish or hunt, and a wooden pole.
rels and English sparrows are num
often.
My ansrwer to this is that ^ ve gu ^ ts.
are anxious to obtain best results,
down stream by the current without
erous the chances are that very few
if the blows struck by the fly are,
West Carry Lake and camps are that you procure the services
of young birds will be raised as they
its wings being moistened.
The
light no harm is dome.
already noted for their many
at one of them.
They will add greatly
ordinary fly on the- contrary. lies flat
will either be killed in the house or
While the dry fly and its use from!
tractions and these pictures help to to your success and pleasure. Guide’s
an the water, or is sunk in it at least
caught on the ground before they
his special theme, Mr. La
Branche;
wages
$2.50
per
day
during
fishing
tell the story.
to an appreciable degree,
and is
are able to fly well.
has very much to say of general in-,
season, $3.00 per day during hunting
conceived in no direct imitation of terest to the fisherman who uses any
WEST CARRY LAKE CAMPS
EDWARD HOWE FORBUBH.
Board to be paid by emNature, but rather upon the impres- ^
of ny> and he S(h,owg Mm&elt a
Amid nature’s grandest scenery of (season.
sionistic method as a tempting
bit remarkab.]y keen lStudent o f the unbroken forests, hills and mountains ployer
R U R A L C A R R IE R S A R E I N S T R U C T 
RATES
of color which may appeal to the
h(aMts.
It is exactly such, of the famous Dead River section,
ED TO R E P O R T FIR E S .
Our rates are $2 and up per day,
trout on what may also he
called gtudy ^
totroduces new elements nestles °n e o£ Maine’s most beauti
general principles.
But the wet into the struggle and raises any sport fuJ lakes- on the shore of which are $14 and up per week, depending on
Tlhe post office department
has
fly is forcibly twitched about
m to the higher plane of an art in- situated the primitive log
cabins number of persons in a camp. This
supposed stimulation of living
to include camp accommodations and just repeated, in the current postal
*n' Ivolving and testing the powers of known as West Carry Lake Comps,
Boats and canoes 50 guide supplement, the instructions
sects, while thedry fly floats natur-| imagination— that is to say on the
It is here) that the fisherman, hunt- table board.
Guide’s board $1.25 through which rural carriers are to
ally
with the current.
Probably streaB1 and ,n ot m,erely in talking a- er or vacationist finds his desires cents a day.
rejport forest fires to the
prolper
every fisherman of much experience! bout it after w a<rd.
On© of
the gratified, whether they may be for per day.
authorities! during the coming sea
F IN A L L Y
has known the time when trout were most interesting incidents of
which fish, game, recreation or health,
These instructions were first
The little this booklet contains is son.
risng for insects,
but wouldnot touch
Mr La BraniCke tells is of observing Realizing that a satisfied customer
any one of all the wet flies
that and finally catching a large
trout is our best advertisement, we make unvarnished truth,^ which^we_are issued in May, 1912, and during the
fright be got out o f the m ost capac which clung strangely to very ahal- your comfort, pleasure and success ready to prove to your entire satis past two years the co-operation has
faction when you arrive in
camp. resulted in the detection and sup
ious fly book.
A s in the case
of low water on the edge of a large pool cur first consideration.
pression of many fires.
The
best
of
references
on
request.
Mr. Gill, it was very much such an even in the heat of the day.
When |' Should you decide to try
these
State and federal forest
officers
R. B. Taylor, Prop.,
experience Which first led, Mr.
La tills fish, took the fly it did so after camps for your coming vacation, be
will
make
a
special
effort
this
year
West
Carry
Lake,
Branche to try what more
or less. wkat seemed, like timorous hesita- it long or short, we feai sure you
to get even more value out of the
Deed River, Maine.
approximated a crudely improvised Vxm and w1th a fear overcome by; will ever ibe one of our loyal cusservice than has been obtained here
dry fly.
And each of them ha vang ^
BUJnmoilitlg Gf courage.
To the turners.
tofore.
The usual procedure
has
P U T T I N G UP B IR D HO USES.
scored initial success became
dry avera^ e fisherman this, if noted at
CONVEYANCE
been for the State fire wardens
or
fly flshurmen from that
moment. aJ^
not have meant much, and
Arriving at Carrabasset on the
In my last article dimensions
of federal forest officers to send to the
But note is to be made of this state- j a
weighing over a pound wouid
morning train, by special
arrange nesting boxes were given. This one postmasters lists of local wardens
by Mr. La Branche:
(have seemed a prize worth risking
ment
you
will
be
met
by
a
convey gives directions for putting them up. and patrolmen, with their addresses
It is not my purpose to
contend ajj
for others in that pool.
ance which wilt take you to
the These directions are not arbitrary, and telephone numbers.
These lists
But to Mr. La Branche the curious
hotel, where change is made to the but merely Suggestive.
are given to the carriers with in
actions o f that one big fish argues
MAPS OF MAINE
more primitive mode of travel, the
The chickadee seems to prefer a structions to report forest fires to
that there were others of which it buckboard, arriving at camp
for low nesting place, but one pair oc men whose names appear thereon,
RESORTS A N D ROADS was afraid because of their being dinner.
cupied a knotihole sixty feet up in or to other responsible persons. This
And so the
event
Maine W o o d s h a s fr e q u e n t in qu iries still bigger.
Reaching Carrabasset on the even a limb of am elm.
Nesting boxes year a special effort will he made to
Careful manipulating
of
for maps o f th e fis h in g re g io n s o f th e proved.
the
to
the made at least twice as high as the follow up the sending out of
■tate, etc.
W e ca n f u r n is h th e fo llo w  the first, after he had been hooked, ing train, take the stage
and
ing m aps:
*
hotel where a stop is made
over width, with a 1 1-2 inch
entrance, lists by having the patrolmen
sc
as
not
to
scare
the
pool
and
care
Franklin C o u n ty
$ .50
next and placed from 6 to 10 feet
from wardens meet the carriers personal
more night, starting for camp the
Somerset C o u n ty
.
.50 ful casting landed two or
morning.
Distance from station to the ground are more likely to he oc ly and to take the initiative in ar
Oxford C ou n ty
, 50 weighing over two pounds.
ranging such meetings, and also to
Piscataquis C o u n ty
.50
One point upon which Mr. La camp is six miles by stage and five cupied by bluebirds, if they have
be
Aroostook C o u n ty
.50 Branche refuses to be bound by or miles by buckboard.
some choice, than are cottage shap map out a plan of action to
Washington C o u n ty
.50
followed.
ed
bird
houses,
placed
higher
on
T
H
E
L
A
K
E
Outing m ap o f Maine, 20x35 in
1.00 thodox dogma is the long-continued
Co-operation between the rural
Such bird houses
The lake is three miles long by poles or roofs.
Geological map of Maine
.35 whipping of the same water and he
R. R. map o f Maine
.35 tells of instances where 6uch persis one mile wide, entirely, surrounded have a greater attraction for tree carriers and the federal forest of
20
Androscoggin C o u n ty
-35 tence has brought results.
but ficers will be effective dm the
No other camps swallows than for bluebirds,
This by green woods.
Cumberland C o u n ty
.35
either bird may use a box or house states in which national forests ex
on its shores.
gives
the
reviewer
a
chance—
and
Hancock C ounty
.50
put up for the other.
Wrens
or ist and with state forest officers in
ELEVATION
Kennebec C ou n ty
.35 what worse punishment than to list
chickadees may take a bluebird or the 20 states which have established
2,000 feet above sea level.
Knox County
.
.35 en to fish stories without being al
Lincoln and SagadahocC o u n tie s
.35
swallow box, but neither
swallows their own fire protective systems. It
CAMPS
lowed to tell one’s own'—to contri
Penobscot C o u n ty
-&0
nor
bluebirds
can
take
wren
or is expected that the services of the
The
camps
built
entirely
of
logs,
Waldo C ou n ty
»3b bute corroboratory evidence. For the
morning’s are neat and clean, comfortably fur- chickadee boxes if the entrances are carriers will he particularly valuable
York County
.3 5 recollection abides of a
fishing otn a small Canadian
river nished with good beds, rocking chairs only just large enough to admit the in helping to protect the new nat
J. W B R A C K E T T C O ., and the results of keeping at one and a wood sto\e.
latter birds.
The National Associ ional forest areas in the southern
ation
of
Audobon
Societies has recent- Appalachians.
Each
camp
has
two
sleeping
rooms
Phillips,
Maine. pool for over an hour in spite' of the

WEST CARRY
LAKE CAMPS
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Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Camps
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best o f fly
fishing the whole season The house aftd
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
Jackm an, Maine

H. P. M cKEN N EY, P rop rietor,

W rite for booklet.

COME TO OTTER POND
And get the best large Trout and Salmon fishing in the state
through May and June. For particulars write

George H. McKenney, Prop.,

Garatunk, Maine.

ROWE POND CAMPS
Opened when the ice is out. One of the best places in Maine for real
Log Cabin Life, any time of the season. Good clean beds, board and boats.
Write for booklets to
H. W. MAXFIELD, Prop., Rowe Pond, Maine.

YORK C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT

John @arville’s Samps
at S p rin g L ak e

PIERCE POND CAMPS. Salmon w eighing up
to 14 lbs. and trout up to 8 lbs. caught in Pierce
Pond in 1913. Best of fly fishing in small ponds.
Send for circular and reference.
C. A. SPAU LDIN G, Caratunk, Maine.

The G arry P on d Gam ps
will open May 10, 1914. Good trout
fishing and good accommodations.
Send for Booklet.
HENRY J. LANE, Prop.,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.

“ Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores o f
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
Btreams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
Aillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.

Fine trout and salmon fishing.
Good accommodations for ladies
and gentlemen. Address
GEO. C. JONES,

SAD D LE BA C K L A K E CAM PS.
In the
Rangeley R egion. Booklet.
Hem on S. Blackwell, Dallas, Maine

Lake Webb,

JONES’ CAMPS

Mosquito,

-

Maine.

HOTEL MAPLES,
Weld, Maine.

Furnished camps to let by the season.

JIM POND G A M P S
Scamman Bros.
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
COTTAGE TO RENT
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
for booklet,
For the Season of 1914
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
On the east shore of Rangeley Lake.
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me. One of the best log cottages on the
lake and in ideal location. Completely
furnished, running water, baths and
everything in first-class condition. We
have several other very desirable Sum
mer cottages on and near Rangeley
Lake, fully furnished and at reason
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. able
prices.

W EST END
HOTEL

Portland,

Maine

Furbish & Herrick.
Insurance and Real Estate,
Rangeley,
Maine.

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
The best FL^ FISHING for
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
trout to be had in Maine at
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
GAAYP PHOENI X
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
Write for circular
American plan. Send for circular.

C. A. DAISEY, Prop.,

Norcross,
Maine.
Camps at Long
Pond.
M a n y RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
out-lying ponds,
On Rangeley Lake.
T horoughly m odem . On direct autom obile
S. C. HARDEN,
route. Tavern all year. Lake View HouSfe
Rangeley, Maine July 1 to Oct.

FISHING
Write

Best fishing and hunting.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
DEAD R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F.
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
OUANANICHE LODGE.
Grand L ake Stream , W ash in gton Co.. Me.
W orld wide known fo r its famous fishing,
vacation and hunting country.
N o rw a y Pines House and Camps. Dohsis Lake
Most attractive situation in Maine. G ood
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From there one can take steamer to
any part o f the lake territory. The best hunt
m g, fishing and vacation section o f beautifu
Washington Co. Address for particulars W . G.
R O SE . Manager. Princeton, Me.. Dec, 1st to
April 1st.
RANGELEY LAKES
Gamp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. B A RKER, Bemis, Maine.
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
best trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
RANGELEY LAKES.
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot
o£ Bald Mountain in a good fishing Bection.
Steamboat accommodations O. K. Telephone
connections at camps. Two mails daily. Write
fo r free circulars to
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’r.,
Bald Mountain,
Maine

CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
Camps reached same day from Boston.
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins.
Rales reasonable. Write for booklet.
G0\ CHADOURNE, Prop.,
Bingham, Maine

Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
Best o f Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout.
Also Trolling and Deep W ater Fishing for large
Togue. Private log Cabins neatly furnished for
each party. Best o f table vegetables, milk,
cream and poultry products from Camp Farm.
Send for Booklet
W. H- BEAN, Proprietor,
Gerard, Somerset County, Maine.

PENOBSCOT CAMPS
Here is the primeval woods, with brawling
brooks and more than a score and a half of glist
ening lakes with myriads of gamy Trout. Here
are Deer, Partridges and Ducks in abundance
and a good chance for Moose and Bear. Cozy
comfortable camps, fresh milk and eggs, pure
spring water. Telephone service. The right
place for you.
Write for Booklet and Map.
W. J. ELLIOTT,
Jackman, M e'

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled
—Best of hunting—Special rates for
June, September, October and Novem
ber—Write for Booklet.
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
Pleasant Island,
Maine.
GOOD WORK DONE BY CAMPAIGN
(Continued from Pace five)
master Frankie carried off the honor
A brisk fire about one of Pickford’s camps caused a bit of excite
ment one day last week.
It was
thought to have been caused by a
match being dropped in the dead
grass.
It was discovered by Clar
ence Meade, wlio chanced to
be
passing at that time and but for his
timely discovery might have proved
disastrous.
The lattice work
and
one side of the camp were consider
ably blackened and charred.
Mr. and Mrs. Orbeton and
Mrs.
Laura Taylor were in town to at
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TRUE PARTY HAVE
BEEN A VISITOR
LIBERTY HALL
SINCE 1898
The Ford Will Take People Across More Than 50 Pounds of Trout
Sent Out by the 60 Odd
--Commissioner Wilson Goes
Fishermen
to Megantic

“ Whs there ever a more
glorious
morning or a more glorious country?
Have you taken a look at the White
Mountains that show up in
great
shape?”
And for the next hour
as the guests came to breakfast all
were enthusiastic over “ this won
derful land” and several new comers
thought not half enough had been
said about*the beauty of Rangeley
and have I not been trying for a
quarter of a century and yet not half
told of the charm of the Rangeleys?
Jacob Mosser a Bostonian, who an
nually comes to the Landing
was
taking his morning
constitutional
and when I asked, “ What luck have
you had?” he smilingly answered,
“ Oh I caught a dandy 7%-pound sal
mon, but that was three years ago,
but you know my wife Is a great
angler and she caught an 8-pound
salmon, I forgot to say though it
was last year she reeled him in.”
Just then his guide Frank
Pall
came down to the wharf and asked
Mr. Mosser if he was ready to go
out after the Hbpound salmon, wait
ing to be reeled in? and as Mr. Mos
ser is a good fisherman and a truth
ful angler watch the Maipe Woods
for a report of his catch.

(Special to Maine Woods.)
(Speciall to Maine Woods.)
Upper
Dam, May 28—There surely
Lakewood Camps, Middle
Dam,
is
something
doing at Upper Dam,
May 27—-The fish and the fishermen
are here and everything is
ready for there are now over 60 guests,
and some 25 guides.
Everyone
for the summer days wliicli
have
come, for this morning it is 78 de seems to be haipipy and lucky with
rod and line.
The old fishermen
grees on the piazza.
declare they never knew better fish
The first comer this season
was
ing, and those who come for
the
Otis H. Dana of Brookline, Mass.,
first
time
like
J.
C.
Benz
of
Lynn,
who came via Andover South Arm in
Mass., who came with G. H. Samp
his Winton car, making quick time
son.
They have Onrin Dyke for
from Boston, a distance of
205
line
miles.
Mr. Dana wlio has
been guide and Mr. Benz is high
here
at
the
Dam
in
size,
for
his
big
coming here since 1898 is an expert
salmon weighed 7 pounds and
11
fly fisherman, never fishing any othe*
ounces; also one 5 ^ -pound and sev
way.
. “ What luck?” I asked liim
eral 3-pounds each.
as he greeted me last evening. “ CXh,
Mr. and Mrs. Amos G. Fitz
of
I liave not fished much, caught five
Auburn
accompanied
by
Miss
Hazel
good trout to-day, the largest over 2
pounds,” but others would call that Fitz and Mrs. Horace Verrill have
Mr.
good fly fishing.
Mr. Dana is ac greatly enjoyed the week here.
companied by his friend Cyrus W. Fitz never fished here before and
Many friends of Julius Mathews of
Alger of King Grove, Eustis, Florida, can well be proud of the 7-pound
one of the best known orange grow trout he landed to-day. Geo. Rob Boston do not know why lie wears
ers in the south.
As Mr. Dana’s old erts was his guide and the speckled a yeddo hat on liis return from his
Rangeleys
guide Bill Morton could not come beauty will be mounted by H. L. May fishing trip to the
this year.
Quite a story goes with
until later he is rowing his
boat Welch.
Alex Lyons of New York, who is the new hat that is worth a place
‘and landing his own fish this spring.
Dr. F. O. Cobb of Portland came here for the eleventh season is ac in the Maine Woods. Recently when
Saturday for hie annual spring fish companied by Lewis H. Moos, who at Mooselookmeguntic House I met
ing, and with Geo. York guide, in is greatly pleased with this part of the “ three of them,” Geo. A. Drew
They are having fine cf Lewiston who for over 40 years,
tends to liave a big one to
his the world.
F.
credit later, but brought in six good fishing and have caught a number of has fished these waters, Geo.
3pounders.
Elmer Snowman Booth,
is Publisher and Editor of Wor
ones last night.
Julus Brandt could cester, Mass., Gazette and Julius Mat
Mr. and Mrs. I. A. Brown and C. guiding them.
hews.
They were talking over their
E. Hunt of New Bedford, Mass., ar not come for his usual spring trip.
The well known True party fcame fishing and planning to go to Kenrived last Friday for a two weeks’
As these gentlemen are
trip. With their guide Ernest Goodwin Saturday night and took “ Liberty nebago.
This trip the company in among the true sportsmen who never
and Walter Waite they are now at Hall.”
Ed break the game laws it caused a
B. pond for the fly fishing
which cluded H. U. True of Boston,
ward
A.
Fellows,
Taunton,
Mass.;
surprise when Mr. Mathews
made
never was better.
At Oxford club on B. pond, Bayard C. H. Neally, Newark, N. J.; F. E. this statement, “ I’ll tell you what I
York; |am going to do, and I’ll take
any
Thayer, Col. and Mrs. H. E. Rus Tufts, L. M. Bickford, New
J.
W.
Harris,
Harry
S.
Coke,
E. L . j bet you make that at Kennebago, I
sell of Boston are enjoying a short
Bush,j can, before you and the
wardens,
sojourn.
Mrs. Russell on a fly Lovejoy, Rumford; A. A.
Pittsfield,
Mass.
Their
guests
are come out from there and bring
as
caught a 5% -pound salmon. Alvin
Geo. Thomas, Carl Hewey, Leon Me- many trout as I want with me, and
Coolridge is their guide
and has
charge of Oxford club.
Jack Mor entire . As for fishing, they have, no one, not even the warden, will of
caught all they wanted although aj fer to prevent me.”
“ I bet you a
ris of New York, wlio has spent a
4-pound trout and a 3%-pound sal-j yeddo hat you cannot do it” said
number of seasons in the Adirondacks
mon are the big ones to date. Somei Mj. Booth.
The bet was witnessed
is to be clerk in the office
this
of the party have gone home, each when some one said, “you will not
year.
with a fine string of fish and they get the hat but tell us how you in
The road over to Unbagog lake is
have sent out three ten pound boxes. tend to do it?”
“ Oh I am going
in good condition.
Capt. . Coburn
From Detroit,
Mich.,
Messrs. out, catch all the trout I want, have
has a new Ford automobile that he
Frank J. Riggs, Chas. W. Burton and them fried for my dinner, eat them
will use to take the people across.
Victor C. Gnaw are for the first time and bring them out with me.” Every
Hon. J. S. P. H. Wilson, chair
catching Rangeley trout and salmon. one joined in the hearty laugh and
man of the Fish and Game Commis
W e have no time to report
the Mr. Booth said “ The hat is yours."
sion goes from here over to Magalcatches only to say more than
50
loway.
pounds of trout and salmon have for
The flag is flying at
Camp
The
New
Bedford,
Mass,,
the last four days been brought in
Maryland, where J. R. Buckingham
Rod
and
Reel
dub
recently
held
a
each night by the 60 odd fishermen
and C. W. Watson of Washington,
tournament and the first prize win
here.
D. C., are spending a short time.
ners are well known in this region.
Deer Park Lodge is open and Mr.
Distance casting was won by Dr. L,
and Mrs. Benj. Pearson of Byfield,
F. Potter; accuracy by Dr. W. H.
Mass., are entertaining guests.
Thayer, who comes to
Lakewood
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Salt of Sum
Camps, and Lawrence Chapman, son
mit, N. J., are coming this week to
of Dana L. Chapman took the prize
open tlieir attractive camp on Umfor bait casting, and he also has a
bagog lake.
gold medal for accurate casting given
By Saturday night nearly
every Come In Private Car For a Few him by the National Fisherman’s As
camp will be occupied as over twen
sociation for he put the fly a dis
Days' Fishing.
ty guests have written “ we are com
tance of 87 feet casting four times
ing, be ready for us” and the pros
be: ond the 80-foot mark.
Come
(Special to Maine Woods.)
pect for a good summer’s
business
up here and try your skill gentlemen.
Oquossoc, May 27—Last Saturday
was never better.
Admiral Beatty, U. S. N.
and night the private car Olympia came to
H E A R IN G BY CO M M ISSIONERS
daughter, who have been coming here Oquossoc, bringing Hugh Chisholm,!
(Continued from page four.)
for a number of seasons are not ex one of the directors of the Maine J
pected this year for the Admiral has Central railroad and a party of five for any person to have in possession
gone to Mexico on the battleship New York friends for their first visit any kind of fish taken in violation of
Mr. Chisholm,' any provision of these regulations.
Virginia and no doubt will cheer as tc the Rangeleys.
who
a
number
of
years
ago, caught
Chairman Wilson had charge ol
hearty for our flag as he used to for
the girl’s ball team at
Lakewood two 8-pound trout knows there arej the hearing and most interesting was
others as big still in the lakes, i the account given of what the Ox
camps.
They had for guides Fred Fowler, ford club at B. pond have done, not
Walter Wight and Jim Stewart. Sun only to benefit themselves hut the
tend the funeral of the late Fern day they fished in the lower lakes people in this region.
Soule.
and Monday in the Mooselookmegun-| Col. H. E. Russell of Boston, a
Willard Hewey arrived home Sat tic.
They returned nights to their j member of the club and a brother of
urday night from Belgrade Lakes.
car, leaving for home on the regu-i the late Gov. Russell of Massachus
Mrs. Geo. Bridgham has recently lar train Tuesday morning.
Their etts and Alva Coolidge the guide,
purchased a fine new Crownishield “ big one” was a 4-pound salmon, a who for 20 years lias had charge for
piano of the local agent C. B. Har 3%-pound trout and a good number the club came over from the pond.
ris.
of smaller ones.
All greatly
en
The club lias paid out over $400.
Mrs. E. B. Herrick leaves Wednes joyed the trip and plan to comej in restocking the pond, and
more
day for Poland Spring where
she again.
than $23,000 for expenses, which has
will work for Mrs. G. A.
Hobart.
left thousands in the little town of
From Wednesday until Saturday she
Upton alone.
will be the guest of Mrs. R. O. Dill
There is no doubt but what the
at Dixfield.
commissioners will grant the request
G. M. Esty left for Lewiston Sat
which is what all want ond will be
urday morning.
Is is expected that
most pleasing to the public.
Mrs. Esty will accompany him home.
May 28.
Ground has been broken for the
Everyone was delighted on Sunday CAMP RIDLON WILL OPEN JUNE
new house which is to be built for morning to find the smoke
from
3.
H. A. Furbish on Main street. Con the Canadian forest fires had all
tractor White has a large crew at vanished and the day was a perfect
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Castner of
work.
one.
Naples Road, Brooklln plan to open
As I went down onto the wharf their camp at Haines Landing, Me.,
their
Maine Woods Ads. Pay Best Be at Haines Landing this morning I eaxly this season, so that
cause It Reaches the People You was greeted by Hon. J. Russel Mar friends may have the benefit of the
ble of Worcester, Mass., who said, early fishing.
Want for Customers.
Try It.

CHISHOLM AND
PARTY OF FRIENDS

FLY ROD’S
NOTE BOOK

